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The star

connect

An exclusive peep into the campaign shoot with
Vistara’s brand ambassador Deepika Padukone

vistara
editorial

Elegance personified
to the eye is the endless hours of practice
and drive for perfection that goes into
the ultimate performance, in the hope of
bringing glory to one’s nation.
Passion for a sport fuels people to pursue
insurmountable challenges, deal with trying
situations and personal handicaps to push
their limits, determination and conviction
to achieve targets and to win. On page 32,
five iconic former Olympians are featured
who achieved remarkable feats in their
respective sports, in the past, to put India
firmly on the Olympic grid. Parallel to that,
meet five sportspersons who are a part of
the contingent representing India at the Rio
Summer Olympics 2016.

T

he Vistara brand is synonymous
with sophistication, elegance, the
grandeur of an esteemed heritage,
and above all, excellence in
everything that we do. Embodying
the identity and appeal of our brand is
Vistara’s brand ambassador, Deepika
Padukone, featured on the cover.
This month we unveil our new brand
campaign, centred on the ever-graceful
and highly efficacious superstar, Deepika.
Shooting for the campaign with her was
one-of-a-kind experience. Turn to page 14
to read how Deepika was immersed and
involved in the filming of the campaign.
Portraying with perfection the magic of
a first flight, she confesses that Vistara
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recreates this magic for her every time she
travels with us.
The biggest international sporting event of
the year – the Rio Summer Olympics 2016
is in full swing! People from the world
over are thronging the beachy locales of
Rio de Janeiro, the Brazilian metropolis,
to catch the action live. As a tribute to the
impassioned spirit of the sportsmanship
and a zeal to win, this edition of the Vistara
inflight magazine is dedicated to Olympics.
The event has brought athletes from 207
nations together competing for a podium
finish in various sporting events. The games
are showcasing fine craftsmanship, agility,
tact, skill and precision. What isn’t visible

Turn to page 76 to meet five athletes of
the ‘sensational 16’ representing India in
the Rio Paralympics. Each of them with a
personality so infectious and gritty, it is
sure to leave you inspired. In the month of
our nation’s 70th Independence Day, there
can be no spirit more infectious than the
patriotism that their determination to win
big for India instils in readers.
In the offshore section, find out how you
can travel to Brazil’s ‘Marvellous City’, Rio,
through Vistara’s interline partnerships.
Cross off Rio’s most famous sights, get off
the beaten track and see another side to the
city, or discover history and culture in the
former Brazilian capital on page 70.
Sports icons each have their own managers
who promote the brand across sports and
in media endorsements and events. Read
about the intriguing business of sports
management on pages 108.
Happy reading, and a very happy 70th
Independence Day!
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A perfect

match

The film industry's most loved celebrity, DP stars in a refreshing advertising
campaign as Vistara's brand ambassador

V

istara was born out of a
dream to bring back the joy
in air travel. To make people
look forward to the journey
as much as the destination,
and feel rejuvenated with each flight.
Representing this idea is the brand
tagline – Fly the New Feeling.
This month, Vistara unveils a new
brand campaign, the face of which is
internationally acclaimed superstar,
Deepika Padukone. The reigning
celebrity of the silver screen is
distinguished for her perfectionism,
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elegance and progressive outlook.
These characteristics are synonymous
with Vistara, the product of the coming
together of legendary brands Tata
Sons and Singapore Airlines.
The campaign depicts the emotions
one
experiences
when
flying
for the first time. The television
advertisement conjures the awe and
excitement of this magical, portrayed
beautifully by Deepika and her younger
onscreen avatar. The campaign also
includes print, outdoor and cinema
advertisements. Read more about

Vistara’s new brand campaign on
pages 14 and 15.
The campaign is sure to make you
relive the enchanting experience of
your first flight. With each flight you
take with Vistara, we endeavour to
recreate this magic.
Catch the action on television
and in print advertisements and
cinemas around you. Share your
feelings and thoughts on Facebook,
Twitter and other channels using
#flythenewfeeling.

vistara
Experience

Products & Services
We push the boundaries of air travel, keeping you at the very centre of our endeavours. Our enterprising
spirit, blended with traditional Indian hospitality will ensure every journey you take with us is a truly enjoyable
experience and a feeling like no other. When you fly Vistara, you fly the new feeling. Welcome aboard.
Business
Customers in Business Class can
revel in our ultra-luxurious seats,
which boast of a wide seat back
and comfortable recline. Ergonomic
seat features such as extendable leg
rest, footrest and adjustable winged
headrest are also available to adjust
your seating comfort. In addition,
you can find some personal storage
space located at the side of your seat,
with enough room for small items like
your glasses, a gadget or a book. The
interplay between the royal purple
and calm grey hues of our cabin
evokes a sense of tranquility, so that
you reach your destination feeling
rejuvenated.

Premium Economy

Cabin Baggage
Business,
Premium Economy
and Economy Class
customers are
entitled to one item of
cabin baggage. This
excludes handbags
and laptops. Each
bag should weigh
no more than 7 kg
with the combined
length, width and
height of each bag not
exceeding
115 cm (45 inches).
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Be a class ahead when you fly with us
in our exclusive Premium Economy
section. With up to 20 per cent more
legroom for each seat, enjoy the
increased sense of well-being that
comes with having that much more
personal space. Thoughtful touches
such as the specially designed and
tested seat bottom cushions for
improved comfort, winged headrests
and long armrests allow for further
relaxation on your journeys with us.

Economy
Our Economy Class cabin is anything
but ordinary. Upholstered in
genuine leather, the seats set a new
benchmark in style and comfort. Your
comfort is our priority, that is why we
have taken special care to style the
seats to further maximise knee and
legroom.

vistara
Experience

Meals & Dining
Aboard our flights, be taken on an
exciting gastronomic adventure
when you partake of the innovative
culinary selections which our
experts have specially developed
for your enjoyment. Business Class
customers are treated to a fine
dining experience amongst the
clouds with the use of fine linen and
bone china tableware. Our Premium
Economy and Economy sections
can look forward to wholesome and
satisfying meals along with a range
of beverages, all served by our
engaging cabin crew. Customers
with specific dietary requirements
can select from a wide range of
special meals, which are available
for booking up to 24 hours prior to
flight departure.

Portable Electronic
Devices
While the use of PEDs such
as mobile phones, tablets and
laptops is permitted on our
aircraft, these must always be
switched off and stowed away
during taxi, take-off and landing.
When in use during boarding or
inflight, regulations require that
PEDs are to be placed in flight
safe or airplane mode with all
transmitting functions (GSM,
Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, etc.) disabled.
For safety reasons, customers
may be asked to stop the use
of PEDs at any point of the
flight journey. We seek your
cooperation to comply with the
instructions by our crew.
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VISTARA
experience

The star

connect

Elegant, unconventional and graceful —
Superstar Deepika Padukone, Vistara’s brand
ambassador, personifies the adjectives that best
describe the airline

T

promise through the eyes of Deepika.
Conceptualised by the Vistara’s new
creative agency, Mullen Lintas, the new
television commercial featuring Deepika
Padukone portrays the wonder of flying as
seen through the inner child in all of us.

The new brand campaign — “Fly the New
Feeling” — brings to life Vistara’s brand

The multi-media advertising campaign is
being launched across all mediums. The
main advertisement will be broadcast
on television channels across India

his month, the brightest star
in the skies joins forces with
the biggest star in the Indian
and international film circuit.
Vistara, India’s fastest growing
full service carrier, has launched a new
brand campaign, with superstar Deepika
Padukone as our brand ambassador.
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Deepika is
known for
being vocal and
steadfast in
taking a stand
for causes that
she believes in,
which resonates
with our values

starting 22 August. Those active
on the web space got a sneak peek
to the advertisement on Vistara’s
website and social media channels
a week before the main launch, with
a chance to win free air tickets. The
campaign also includes print, outdoor
and cinema advertisements, which
showcase Vistara’s exceptionally
charming cabin crew along with the
new brand ambassador Deepika.
Deepika was a natural choice to be the
face of Vistara, personifying the grace,
exquisiteness, contemporary outlook
and exclusivity that the brand is known
for. The synergies between Vistara
and our new brand ambassador were
evident during the three-day shoot of
the media campaign. “You do not need
to introduce the airline to me, I am
a frequent flyer on Vistara!” quipped
Deepika, when the Vistara team met
her for the campaign. Testament to
her words, Deepika was well-versed
with Vistara’s products and services
across all three cabin classes, as she
actively participated in the unfolding

The new Vistara brand campaign portrays how, with each Vistara
flight, Deepika Padukone experiences the same magic that she
experienced the first time she flew as a child

of the narrative of the television
advertisement.
With each travel experience of its
customers, Vistara aims to recreate
the magic of their first flight. The brand
campaign showcases the wonderment
and thrill one experiences on the
first flight. The childlike excitement
and inquisitiveness – looking out
of the window at the tiny specks on
the ground, interacting with eversmiling and affectionate cabin crew,
the amazement at being 35,000 ft
up in the air – the campaign evokes
the same feelings all over again
through the eyes of Deepika, and her
young avatar.
The fact that Deepika thoroughly
enjoyed the shooting experience
was evident when she repeatedly
expressed the pride she felt in being
associated with Vistara, a brand that
stands out as classy, discerning, and
sophisticated, yet warm, friendly,
and reliable; a brand that carries
the lineage of Tata and Singapore

Airlines. The new TVC aims to
capture that feeling in a charming and
evocative manner.
Vistara was born out of the dream to
bring back the joy of air travel back
and to make people look forward
to flying again. In a short span of
19 months, we have expanded our
network rapidly from our hub in New
Delhi, now serving 18 destinations
across the country and 515 flights a
week. Having already achieved the
milestone of flying more than two
million customers, Vistara continues
to grow and gain accolades as it
redefines air travel in India.
We hope you enjoy the new Vistara
brand campaign as much as we did
in creating it for you. After all, the
stars have come together to bring you
the best!

(The television commercial which is a part
of the 360 degree campaign involving
digital, outdoor and print media was
launched this month)
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experience

Get exclusive
benefits even after
your flight
Presenting Boarding Pass Exclusives! Now, flash your boarding
pass within seven days of your travel at our partner brands and
enjoy exciting offers

Retail Shopping

5% off on transactions
of `10,000 and above.
Offer applicable only at
www.croma.com
Use Promo Code:
VISTCROM.
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Flat 10% off
on drinks,
books and
souvenirs.

Get 10% off on the entire
range of Skinn products
only at titan.co.in (not
applicable at any offline
store). Use Promo Code:
VISTARA10.
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Dining

hospitality

Flat 20% on purchases made
at Vaango, only at T3 Delhi.

Exclusives offers on coffee,
sandwiches, muffins and
croissants, only at T3 Delhi.

Dining offer: 10% flat
discount on food and soft
beverages only at F&B
outlets (Buzz, Swirl & Deli).

15% off on food bill.

Get a Medium chai free across
all Chai Point outlets and flat
15% off on all orders placed
through Chai Point app or
website. Use Promo Code:
VISTARA15.

Buy any package for buffet
dinner (food, food+soft
beverages, food+alcoholic
beverages) and get one
complimentary at Friday
Seafood Nights dinner buffet
at Spectra. On the Weekend
Bhoj at Diya. On Saturday, a
guest can choose any package
and get one complimentary.
At Lungo Pranzo Dominica at
Zanotta, guests can choose
any package and get another
complimentary on Saturdays.
Guest can choose from any
treatment/ massage and
one complimentary.

Buy a beer-burger combo for `449.
*Taxes exclusive (domestic beer).
Get a free* appetiser on purchase
of an entree (appetiser to be
similar or lesser value). Buy one,
get one beer (domestic beer). Get
2 margaritas or 2 beers+1 starter
+2 main course+1 dessert for
`1,999. *All Inclusive. Offer
valid across all outlets in Delhi,
Chandigarh and Kolkata.
Terms and conditions apply.

Flat 20% on purchases
at Foodstreet,

only at T3 Delhi.

Buy any pizza worth `350 and
get breadsticks free worth
`116, only at T3 Delhi.

Flat 20% on purchases
made at KFC on a
transaction of `400 and
above, only at T3 Delhi.

Enjoy a packageof 2 pints
of select beers + 1 select
appetiser @ `399+taxes or 1
pitcher of select beer +
2 select appetisers
@ `799+taxes. Terms
and conditions apply.

Rent a Car

`600 off on Myles
(self-drive).
Use Promo Code:
MVO500.

Flat 15% discount
on all the
services.

Avail an exclusive 40%
discount on 60/90 min
spa therapy.

Free dessert at any F&B
outlet along with the
main course*
*Terms and conditions apply.

Health and Wellness

Exclusive 36% off on
any spa service.

Complimentary upgrade to
the next room category* on
presenting the boarding pass

Avail 10%* off on the best
available rate along with
free wi-fi. Use Promo Code:
ZMUP10V on booking at
gingerhotels.com. Avail offer
by calling 1800 266 3333 or
booking directly at the hotel.
*Terms and conditions apply.

20% off on body massages,
suites and villas and
beverages at the bar on all
days before 7 pm.

20% off on best available
rate. Use Promo Code:
ZUSP20VIST to book Lemon
Tree Premier, Lemon
Tree Hotels and Red Fox
Hotels. Book at www.
lemontreehotels.com. Offer
includes 20% off on F&B
(Republic of Noodles as per
restaurant availabilty), free
wi-fi, buffet breakfast.

Travel and Experience

`500 off on Carzonrent
(premium chauffeur drive
service) for outstation
booking. Use Promo
Code: CVO500.

For more information please visit www.airvistara.com and check the deals and offers section

Experience the
heritage of Old
Delhi like never
before with an
exclusive 20%
discount.

Exclusive 10% off on stay
along with complimentary
plantation safari, birding
and nature tours as well
as access to the golf
course.

*Terms & conditions apply
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experience

Dr Mukund Rajan, member
of the Group Executive
Council and brand custodian
of the Tata Group, and Shikha
Sharma, MD and CEO of Axis
Bank, presenting the Axis
Bank Vistara Contactless
Credit card at the launch
event in Mumbai

The thrill of the sport
The embodiments of good sportsmanship are intrinsic to success in
any sphere of life. Determination, integrity, hard work and team spirit
is what we, at Vistara, ingrain in the work we do

W

ith the winds of change
in the Indian aviation
sector propelling us
forward, the gears
are in an overdrive
at Vistara. The theme of this month’s
magazine epitomises the grandeur of
the Olympic Games. The passion and
emotions sports invoke in the players
and fans alike are hard to match. The
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embodiments of good sportsmanship
are intrinsic to success in any sphere
of life. Determination, integrity, hard
work and team spirit is what we, at
Vistara, ingrain in the work we do.
With our growing customer base,
we rise up to cater to their growing
needs. Last month, Vistara unveiled
a co-branded credit card with Axis

Bank. The contactless card has been
launched on the VISA network and aims
to cater to the sophisticated needs of
corporate and leisure travellers alike.
The card comes in three variants,
each with a specific host of benefits
depending on frequency of travel and
personal preferences of customers.
The Axis Bank Vistara Infinite Card is
the first card to offer complimentary

Business Class tickets to its top tier
cardholders and an opportunity to
earn up to six Club Vistara (CV) points
per `200. The Signature and Basic
card variants offer exclusive benefits
by way of complimentary Premium
Economy and Economy Class tickets.
Earlier, Vistara had announced a
partnership with Starbucks Coffee
Company, the premier retailer of
specialty coffee in the world, for
offering fresh coffee on board all our
flights starting later this year. This
collaboration addresses the desire of
flyers across India to have a better
inflight experience and reflects
Vistara’s longstanding commitment to
create a distinctive experience for our
customers.
Standing tall on our promise of
delivering seamless experience with
intuitive
thoughtfulness,
Vistara
launched two innovative offers last
month. The #VistaraFlyEarly offer is
a convenient service for our valued
customers. With this feature, Vistara
customers have the flexibility of taking
a flight up to four hours before their
original scheduled departure, by
paying a FlyEarly fee of `1,500 per
passenger, with no additional change
fee or fare difference. The fee is payable
only if the customer is accommodated
on an earlier flight, which will be
confirmed one hour before the flight’s
scheduled departure. This customercentric initiative is applicable for all
eligible flights across Vistara’s route
network and is available for customers
travelling in all three cabin classes.

In a short span of 18 months, Vistara flies to
18 destinations, with 515 weekly flights. Two
more aircraft are set to join our expanding
fleet in the next two months
The other offer is the Corporate
Upgrade offer for our corporate
customers. Through this, corporate
customers who are booked on
Economy or Premium Economy can
now avail of a complimentary upgrade
to the Premium Economy or Business
class respectively. The offer is valid
for corporate customers who opt for
‘flexi fares’ and is valid for bookings
made between July 20, 2016 and
October 2, 2016. The offer is a bonus
for Vistara customers in addition
to benefits such as priority checkin and boarding, more legroom, an
attractive choice of inflight meals and
personalised service.
Vistara is a brand that has always stood
apart, famed for our steadfastness,
understated elegance, and a rich
heritage. We continue to innovate and

impress customers with offerings never
seen before in Indian skies. Vistara is
making waves and our competitors
know we are winning their customers
over with our service excellence.
In a short span of 18 months, Vistara
flies to 18 destinations, with 515 flights
every week. Two more aircraft are set
to join our expanding fleet in the next
two months, enabling us to serve more
cities with increased flight frequencies.
There are many new developments to
look forward to in the time to come, so
fasten your seatbelts!
As India celebrates her freedom this
month, we bring to the Indian skies
the freedom to enjoy air travel like
never before.
Happy Independence Day!
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Flight Schedule
Origin
Ahmedabad to Delhi

Weekly Frequency
14

Delhi to Ahmedabad

14

Bagdogra to Delhi

7

Bengaluru to Delhi

Delhi to Bengaluru

20

20

Flight No.

Departure

Arrival

Days of Operations

UK 950

0845

1015

Daily

UK 968

2115

2300

Daily

UK 959

0640

0810

Daily

UK 969

1920

2045

Daily

UK 813

1420

1640

Daily

UK 868

0630

0910

123456

UK 797

1110

1350

Daily

UK 836

2050

2340

Daily

UK 889

0600

0835

123456

UK 811

0740

1030

Daily

UK 813

1720

2005

Daily

Bengaluru to Mumbai

7

UK 875

0925

1115

Daily

Mumbai to Bengaluru

7

UK 850

2155

2335

Daily

Bhubaneswar to Delhi

12

UK 983

0845

1100

12345

UK 760

2130

2355

Daily

Delhi to Bhubaneswar

12

UK 709

0605

0810

12345

UK 781

1845

2055

Daily

Chandigarh to Delhi

7

UK 879

1520

1620

Daily

Delhi to Chandigarh

7

UK 830

1335

1435

Daily

UK 856

1215

1500

67

UK 862

1425

1705

Daily

UK 859

0900

1140

67

Goa to Delhi

9

Delhi to Goa

9

UK 847

1110

1350

Daily

Goa to Mumbai

7

UK 902

1325

1445

Daily

Mumbai to Goa

7

UK 820

1145

1250

Daily

Guwahati to Bagdogra

7

UK 868

1245

1345

Daily

Guwahati to Delhi

7

UK 706

1615

1840

Daily

Delhi to Guwahati

14

UK 868

0955

1210

Daily

UK 755

1320

1540

Daily

UK830

1000

1210

123456

Hyderabad to Delhi

14

UK830

1035

1255

7

UK 870

1955

2205

Daily

UK 829

0655

0905

123456

0955

7

Delhi to Hyderabad

14

UK 829

0745

UK 879

1710

1920

Daily

Kochi to Delhi

7

UK 824

1840

2155

Daily

Delhi to Kochi

7

UK 885

1445

1755

Daily

Kochi to Mumbai

7

UK 996

1550

1745

Daily

Mumbai to Kochi

7

Kolkata to Delhi

Delhi to Kolkata
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13

13

UK 995

1310

1520

Daily

UK 778

1010

1235

123456

UK 712

2050

2315

Daily

UK 747

0720

0930

123456

UK 723

1755

2010

Daily

VISTARA
EXPERIENCE

Origin

Weekly Frequency

Flight No.

Departure

Arrival

Days of Operations

Kolkata to Port Blair1

7

UK 747

1015

1230

Daily

Port Blair to Kolkata

7

UK 778

1325

1540

Daily

UK 837

0700

0930

Daily

UK 897

1700

1930

Daily

UK 838

1010

1240

Daily

UK 898

2010

2240

Daily

1

Kolkata to Bengaluru2

14

Bengaluru to Kolkata2

14

Kolkata to Guwahati2

7

UK 838

1320

1435

Daily

Guwahati to Kolkata

7

UK 897

1445

1600

Daily

Lucknow to Delhi

7

UK 933

1320

1430

Daily

Delhi to Lucknow

7

UK 970

1140

1245

Daily

UK 930

0730

0935

123456

UK 970

0850

1100

Daily

UK 994

1025

1240

12345

UK 944

1420

1630

12345

UK 902

1535

1745

Daily

UK 996

1830

2035

Daily

UK 940

1925

2140

Daily

UK 988

2040

2245

Daily

UK975

0555

0805

123456

UK943

0735

0940

12345

UK995

1020

1225

Daily

UK 983

1140

1340

12345

UK 933

1510

1720

Daily

UK 993

1730

1945

Daily

UK 977

1910

2110

Daily

UK 981

2120

2325

Daily

UK992

2015

2215

Daily

2

Mumbai to Delhi

51

Delhi to Mumbai

51

Pune to Delhi

7

Delhi to Pune

7

Srinagar to Delhi

1

16

UK991

1720

1930

Daily

UK 713

1045

1210

67

UK 790

1225

1400

Daily

UK 977

1655

1830

Daily

UK 799

0645

0815

Daily

UK 717

0845

1010

67

Delhi to Srinagar

16

UK 797

1445

1615

Daily

Srinagar to Jammu

7

UK 799

0850

0945

Daily

Jammu to Srinagar

7

UK 790

1050

1145

Daily

Delhi to Varanasi

7

UK 994

1320

1445

12345

UK 713

1320

1445

67

Varanasi to Delhi

7

UK 993

1520

1645

Daily

From 30th September
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From October 2016 subject to regulatory approvals

2

Schedule is subject to change without prior notice

Logistics &
Warehouse Solutions
THE ONLY 3PL COMPANY TO OFFER
‘PAY JUST FOR THE SPACE USED’ MODEL

HIGH-END SECURITY
24*7 security with latest CCTV cameras integrated
to our central system, further secured with state
of-the-art firewall to ensure flawless monitoring of
each activity.

LATEST INFRASTRUCTURE
We are equipped with heavy-racking system, forklifts and advanced material handling technologies.
UTL has a pool of expert resources to manage your
goods with high precision and expertise.

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY
Your logistics solutions are clubbed with hi-end
trace & track technology to ensure product safety.
We have developed highly effective web-based
solutions to manage your inventory at every stage.

YOUR IDEAL PARTNER FOR

CUSTOMIZED LOGISTICS
Our end-to-end warehousing, distribution and
freight solution clubbed with unique valueadded services make us distinct in the industry.
We cater to small to large-sized companies with
different goods and space requirements. Be it a
start-up enterprise or the largest retailer in the
country, we offer customized and highly
professional services to all our customers. We
at UTL ensure that you have a hassle-free, costeffctive and flawless logistics experience so that
your business grows manifold.

PROFESSIONALLY MANAGED FACILITY
With dedicated hygiene management, UTL facilities
are rodent and termite free. All isles and bays are
appropriately marked with way finders; and the
facility houses hi-end fire fighting equipments.

For business collaboration and investment enquires, write to us at associate@utl.co.in

www.utl.co.in
info@utl.co.in

trending
What’s new

Infinite advantage
Complimentary tickets, lounge access, lifestyle privileges and
more on the Axis Bank and Vistara VISA Credit Card

Axis Bank
Vistara
Credit Card
To cater to the
increasingly
sophisticated
requirements of our
corporate and leisure
travellers, Vistara
and Axis Bank have
launched a range of three
Contactless Credit Cards.

CV points,
not just miles
The reward platform for
these cards is Club Vistara
(CV) — a unique value based
Frequent Flyer Programme
which lets you earn CV points
based on the value spent
rather than the traditional
distance flown.

The power of points
Customers can earn CV points
on all their spends and redeem
the points for award flights
and upgrades. Other than
earning CV points on the card,
customers have the opportunity
to get up to four complimentary
tickets on Vistara by achieving
the spend milestones.

Exclusive CV
membership

` 2.5cr

The VISA card available
in three variants is
aligned to Club Vistara
(CV) tiers — Base,
Silver and Gold —
and automatically
enrolls customers into
respective tiers.

The card offers
enhanced travel
insurance up to
`2.5 crore which is the
highest in the industry.

Travel benefits
• Vistara is the only carrier
in the domestic market
to offer a choice of three
cabin classes to various
customer segments.
• The complimentary ticket
benefits on Vistara are
also tiered across the
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card variants to offer
Economy, P
 remium
Economy and Business
class benefits.

Lifestyle benefits
• Customers have access
to a host of lifestyle
privileges such as

complimentary golf
rounds, exclusive access
to Vistara’s signature
lounge at T3, IGI Airport,
Delhi, dining benefits as
well as benefits under
Extraordinary Weekends
programme from Axis
Bank.

Gold

Silver

Base

trending
What’s new

New on the block
Italian connect

Mumbai
has yet another destination for
authentic pizza. 1441 Pizzeria, located in
Andheri, Mumbai, is a tastefully designed
restaurant with a pizza station and its
wood-fired oven taking the centrestage. The
restaurant operates under the guidance of
master chef Renato Viola of Italy with pizzas
baked to perfection in a state-of-the-art
brick-oven, imported from Italy. Even the
dough is hand-kneaded in the authentic
manner to give it a traditional touch.
The place offers intriguing specialities of
toppings with 40 unlimited vegetarian and
non-vegetarian varieties. What’s more, you
can make your own pizza with four varieties
of cheese, chicken, meatballs, chicken
pepperoni and dried tomatoes.

Luxury redefined
A perfect mélange of French art de vivre and warm Indian
hospitality, Sofitel Mumbai BKC is a unique address located in
the financial hub of the city — the Bandra Kurla Complex (BKC)
where buoyant business meets elegant lifestyle. Renowned for
offering a genuine experience of elegant French luxury and
the best of local culture, the venue combines the best of Indian
tradition with French ethos which is delicately reflected in its
design and service. With five innovative food and beverage outlets
offering a variety of cuisines, Sofitel Mumbai BKC offers many
options for meetings and events.

Tile Statement
Asian Granito India Ltd (AGL) has announced India’s first
1000x1000mm Jumbo and 800x800mm Double Charge
vitrified tiles which can be new choices for architects and
builders, home owners, interior designers and hoteliers to
enhance the beauty of luxurious spaces. These tiles are
unique from normal double charge tiles with their ultra
glossy surface. They transform the space with a strong
identity, adding glamour and class to the places they are
used in, be it hotels, homes or luxury spaces alike.
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trending
reading corner

Good books
on the shelf

Black
water lilies

Author: Michel Bussi Publisher: Hachette India Price: `399

F

rench detective storyteller
and
political
analyst Professor Michel
Bussi has come up with
yet another novel —
Black Water Lilies — a clandestine
thriller set in Giverny, the home
of Claude Monet. The book has been
critically praised and won numerous
awards such as the Readers’ Award
at the Cognac Thriller Festival and
the Gustave Flaubert Grand Prize of
the Norman Writers’ Guild to name
a few. A bestselling novel in France,
the book is a murder mystery woven
around an art-centric background.
Thirteen days turn out to be the
worst nightmare for the people in
the plot as each day begins to start
and end with a murder.
The uncanny turn of events begins

to unveil with the death of a man,
Jerome Morval, whose passion for
art is deep. His body is found in
the stream that runs through the
garden and with the body lies a
postcard of Monet’s Water Lilies
with the words — “Eleven years
old. Happy Birthday.” Tied to the
dead man are the lives of three
women — a young painting prodigy,
a schoolteacher and an old widow.
But what is their relation to the
dead man? The three of them
appear to know some secret. Is it
linked to Jerome Morval’s death? Is
the postcard of Monet’s Water Lilies
linked to the death as well as the
secret the three share? Tag along
the book to get all the answers. The
book will surely satisfy souls ever
hungry for crime thrillers.

“Among the many posters hanging in the windows of the art gallery, Laurenc Serenac
has spotted the one for the ‘International Young Painters Challenge’, the same one that is
pinned up in Stephanie Dupain’s classroom” — Black Water Lilies
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Axe Brand
universal oil

The best companion and
ideal gift when you travel

trending
reading corner

Beloved witch: An autobiography
Author: Ipsita Roy Chakraverti
Publisher: Life Positive Books
Price: `299

Witch and wiccas. They have always been a mystery
to us. Dark places, heavy cauldrons, harbingers of
death and evil birds— yes, that is the image formed
in your head hearing those words. But there is so
much more to the pagan world. In the autobiography,
author Ipsita Roy Chakraverti — who belongs to an
elite family in India with a diplomat father and a
mother hailing from the royal houses of Mayurbhunj
and Coochbehar — fights against all the negative
comments for being a witch. She talks about her
encounters with numerous personalities discussing
about the difficulties she faced while carving her path
to success. The book not only gives us an insight into
the truth of witchcraft but also into the hardships of
womanhood. She brings to light the hidden truth and
the havoc created by black magic. Read the book if
you wish to unveil such codes and ponder along the
path of mysteries and hidden truths. It might inspire
you, heal you, educate you or make you angry. But
without doubt the book will leave you stunned and
satisfy your curiosity.
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Blood red river
Author: Rohit Prasad
Publisher: Hachette India
Price: `399

For over two years, Rohit Prasad has immersed himself
into the stories of lives affected in the war over natural
resources that have ravaged mineral-rich states at the
heart of the country for more than three decades now.
Braiding a first-person account of the terrible violence
that has uprooted far too many lives, this multi-layered
narrative takes the reader deep into the world of
corruption, the bribe loathers, self-serving politicians,
bureaucrats, policemen and thug corporate executives.
What we get to see with Blood Red River — a strongly
executed book — is the supremacy of the dual-faced men
over the world of integrity. The portrayal of suppression
of the adivasis by Maoists is yet another clear-eyed
analysis of the false dichotomies of development and
the exploitation of the poor by the rich and how it keeps
dragging India back to its situation of chaos. The best thing
about the book is that it is not an essay on such problems
but, in fact, offers suggestions for a new India, where the
disparity ends, burdens are borne by those who can carry
them and the benefits enjoyed by those to whom they
rightfully belong.

odyssey
cover story

Been there,

done that

They have been India’s sporting legends and know what it
means to hold the Tricolour at the Olympic Village. We catch
up with five Olympic veterans who share their experiences of
competing shoulder-to-shoulder with the world’s greatest

T

he
country
is
already
overwhelmed by their selection
as Olympic ambassadors. But
for Indian athletes making
it to the biggest sporting
extravaganza in the world, if there are
any tough nuts to please in terms of
performance, technicalities of the game
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and the minutest aspects of displaying
sportman spirit — it is those who have
once been in their shoes. Arguably the
most qualified critiques of the sports they
are synonymous with, these veterans
share their experiences of being at
the Olympic Village and spell their
expectations from Rio Olympics 2016.

august 5 to 21

THE GAMES
IN NUMBERS
SPORTS

42
EVENTS

306
VENUES

37

COUNTRIES

206

odyssey
cover story

Smashing shot

Saina Nehwal
It was an awe-inspiring experience for a teenager. Getting to see
and meet some of the biggest names in the history of sports at
the biggest sporting event on Earth was indeed inspiring
Words: Saurabh Tankha

W

e have all read and
heard stories of how
her father, Harvir Singh,
drove his daughter on a
two-wheeler, covering
a distance of around 25 km, to the
coaching centre at four every morning.
We are also in the know how she became
the first Indian woman and the youngest
Asian player to win a 4-star tournament
— the Philippines Open in 2006 and also
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of her winning the bronze medal four
years ago at the London Olympics. But
not many of us are aware that behind
all the success this badminton sensation
has achieved over the years is a tough
gym schedule, unending hard work on
and off the court and maintaining a strict
diet of simple vegetarian food.
As 26-year-old Saina Nehwal gets ready
to face international stalwarts at Rio

Odyssey
cover story

B

“I practice for almost six hours a day over
three sessions, six days a week, be it before or
during any national or international tournament”
Olympics, the world number 5 says that
she has been training hard for the last
few months. “Before we got on the flight
to Rio, I underwent rigorous training
under the guidance of former Indian
badminton champion and national coach
Vimal (Kumar) sir at Prakash Padukone
Badminton Academy in Bengaluru where
special emphasis was laid on stamina,
speed and corrections required in my
game. Thereafter, we moved onto more
focussed training,” she says.
Saina shares that she practices for almost
six hours a day over three sessions, six
days a week, be it before or during any
national or international tournament
like Olympics. To unwind, the badminton
champion indulges in going out for movies
and watching TV serials. “I never miss a
Shah Rukh Khan movie. In my opinion, he
is the best entertainer the country has. I
am also a big fan of comedian Kapil Sharma
and never miss his shows,” says Saina.
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The former world number 1 reminisces
the days spent as an 18-year-old at
Beijing, her first Olympic exposure. “It
was an awe-inspiring experience for a
teenager. Getting to see and meet some
of the biggest names in the history of
sports at the biggest sporting event
on Earth was indeed inspiring. Even
meeting Indian stars like shooter Abhinav
Bindra, wrestler Sushil Kumar and boxer
Vijender Singh was an unforgettable
experience. Though I lost the quarter final
to Indonesian Maria Kristin Yulianti, I was
applauded for having defeated the then
world number 5 Wang Cheng of Hong Kong
on way to the quarter finals,” she recalls.
Though Saina wants to explore the cities
she visits for tournaments, she says that
there is paucity of time due to hectic
schedules. “However much we want to go
for a city tour or relish local delicacies, we
hardly get time for it. It is only occasionally
that one gets time for oneself,” adds Saina.

OLYMPIC
TALK
At London 2012, the
Indian badminton
star won a bronze
medal, becoming
the second
woman after
weightlifter Karnam
Malleshwari to win
an Olympic medal
and the first woman
badminton player to
achieve this feat. “It
was an achievement
I am really proud
of. Though I wanted
to win a gold, a
podium finish in
any international
tournament is a
worthy finish,”
feels Saina.

Odyssey
cover story

Lady of the ring

MC Mary Kom
I cherish the moment when I stood on the podium, with my medal around my
neck, with the fresh and sweet-scented English bouquet and the Indian
Tricolour being raised in the last Olympics. It was a moment of pride
Words: Mini Ribeiro

T

he only Indian woman boxer
to qualify for the London
Olympics 2012 and the first
Indian woman to win five world
boxing championships, Mary
Kom, born as Mangte Chungneijang Mary
Kom in a family of farm labourers in
the Kom tribe of Manipur is nonchalant
about her achievements. Her entry and
success in boxing has perhaps helped
change attitudes within the sport itself,
where many women were keen to enter
but were told that boxing was a man’s
world. Mary’s tale too would have been
different, had it not been for Dingko
Singh’s performance at the Asian Games
in 1998 which inspired her and resulted
in her becoming a boxer. Resistance
within her own family is what she had
to put up with, but a determined Mary
did it all.
“It is God’s given spirit that I am never
nervous or afraid when I am in the ring.
I have never fought under pressure but
always with a confidence to win,” she
shares the secret of her success. A fourtime Asian Women’s boxing champion
and a winner of five consecutive gold
medals in the Women’s World Amateur
Boxing Championships, it was in 2012
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Her strength comes from her husband Onler
and her three sons for whom she strives hard
to always give her best
when she won a bronze at the London
Olympics that people took notice of her.
Reminiscing about the 2012 Olympics,
Mary recounts, “It was both a matter of
joy and sorrow. It was unfortunate to get
only one berth but it was an honour to
have, at least, one rather than nothing. I
was so proud to have represented India
in women’s boxing.”
“Unlike other competitions, I felt
encouraged and happy to see my
husband and my mother around during
my bouts. It gave me confidence as well
as filled me with a spirit to give my best.
Besides this, I could explore the beauty
of London with my family which was a
joy of a different kind,” she adds.
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Her strength comes from her husband
Onler and her three sons for whom she
strives hard to always give her best.
The London Olympic bronze-medallist
missed two chances to book a Rio berth
— first at the Asian Zone qualifiers and
then at the World Championships.
Disappointed yet thankful for the
glorious moment when she made the
country proud by grabbing the Olympic
medal, Mary says, “I cherish the moment
when I stood on the podium, with the
medal around my neck, with the fresh
and sweet-scented English bouquet and
the Indian Tricolour being raised in the
last Olympics. It was a moment of pride
and I had tears of joy in my eyes.”

OLYMPIC
TALK
She may have
missed the berth
at Rio Olympics
2016, but the boxing
sensation — whose
phenomenal
journey was
portrayed in a
Bollywood biopic
— has a piece
of advice for her
fellow sportsmen.
“I would like my
fellow athletes to
remember that
they have done well
enough to qualify.
You are at the edge
of success, just give
it your best shot,
with no stress and
you will be at the
top,” she says.

Odyssey
cover story

Reverse drive

Dhanraj Pillay

I asked myself why I should have an
inferiority complex. At the Olympics, sports
was the language and I knew, that as a
player, I was inferior to none
Words: Pranav Kulkarni

O

ver 170 goals in a career that
encompasses four Olympics,
four Champions trophies,
four World Cups and four
Asian Games, the highest
goal scorer in Asian Games at Bangkok
1998 and the only Indian player to figure
in the World XI during 1994 World Cup at
Sydney, Indian hockey sensation Dhanraj
Pillay’s impeccable sports record may be
envied by many but for the star himself, it
remains a job unfinished. The only Indian
to have represented the country in four
Olympics, his biggest regret remains that
he could never fetch an Olympic medal in
a sport India proudly tags as its national
game. Pillay, now 47, has his hopes
pinned on the Indian hockey team at the
Rio Olympics.
“The Indian hockey team has been
performing exceptionally well over the
past six months. At Azlan Shah Cup,
for instance, the team’s output was
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OLYMPIC
TALK

“In 1990, in Commonwealth Games in Malaysia,
Viv Richards was present. And the way he carried
himself was an inspiring sight to watch”
outstanding — despite the absence of
some of its best players,” he says.

greatest sports legends takes time to sinkin, Pillay shares.

But for a man whose first tryst with hockey
was on the muddy grounds of Ordnance
Factory in Pune’s distant suburb Kirkee —
where his father worked as a groundsman
— the sport is not just about winning.
“Winning is just a part of the game. But
what goes behind winning is thinking
for each day and strategising for every
moment on the field. Since 1992 when I
first represented India at the Barcelona
Olympics, I would focus all my energy
on those 30 days. And then, once at the
Olympic Village, it was about facing every
day as it came,” says the hockey legend.

“In 1990, in Commonwealth Games
in Malaysia, cricketing great Sir Viv
Richards was present. And the way
he carried himself was an inspiring
sight. Similarly, among the 16,000-odd
athletes at Barcelona Olympics, there
was Stephan Edberg, my all-time tennis
favourite. I witnessed Arantxa Sanchez
Vicario and Monica Seles playing. More
recently, there was an encounter with
Serena Williams. On one hand, dining
with such legends gives you a feeling of
being an achiever, and at the same time,
their company teaches you to be humble.
As a sportsman, and most importantly as
an Olympian, it is important to not lose
focus and feel inferior. In the end, they are
your competitors and on the field, you can
defeat them. The hockey field is a great
equaliser,” he signs off.

But technicalities of hockey as a sport
aside, Pillay spells off-the-field challenges
that sportsmen face while at the biggest
sporting extravaganza in the world.
The awe of dining in the company of the
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At Barcelona, I
was shy. I could
not speak English.
My only means of
communication
were Hindi, Tamil
and Marathi. But
then in 1994, I
decided to change.
I questioned myself
why I should have
any inferiority
complex. At
Olympics, sports
was the language
and I knew, that as a
player, I was inferior
to none. So on
one side, I started
carrying myself as
the ambassador
of my country and
on the other hand,
worked on my
communication
skills.

Odyssey
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Knockout punch

Vijender Singh
Apart from boxing, I think wrestling, badminton, hockey and
shooting stand a good chance at Rio. Having said that, I feel
all the sports have really good athletes and deserve a medal
Words: Amit Parashar

I

t was June 12, 2012 and Indian ace
boxer Vijender Singh was practicing
at NIS, Patiala. He was training
hard with a dream to bag a medal
at the then forthcoming London
Olympics. Already a bronze medallist
at 2008 Summer Olympics, the nation
was hoping to see history repeat itself
at London. Come July 2016 and the
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four years gone-by have transformed
Vijender from being an amateur boxer
to a professional, one ruling the ring
irrespective of who the opponent is. In
fact, most recently, he has signed a multiyear agreement with Frank Warren’s
Queensberry Promotions through IOS
Sports and Entertainment. And like
they say, nothing speaks like success.

Odyssey
cover story

olympic
talk
His advice for fellow
Olympians: “Like
every other person
going for Olympics,
it is a great feeling
to be a part of
the contingent
that represents
your nation. The
culture at Olympic
Village is different
but it offers a
great experience.
Meeting other
sportspersons is
always motivating.
Speaking to them
and knowing
how hard they
have struggled
to reach the
level of Olympics
encourages you to
train harder.”

“Bollywood was a
great experience for
me. I had a lot of fun
shooting for the movie.
As of now, I am only
concentrating on my
pro-boxing career”
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For Vijender’s recent victories have
just underlined the world class boxing
champion he is. In his first professional
match on October 10, 2015, for instance,
Singh knocked out his opponent, Sonny
Whiting. This was followed by another
thumping victory on November 7 when
he knocked out British boxer Dean Gillen
in round one at the National Stadium in
Dublin. More recently, he clinched the
WBO Asia Pacific Super Middleweight
title with a dominating win over former
WBC European champion Kerry Hope.
Be it the Olympic victories or the series
of professional victories he has bagged
since October last, today, Vijender Singh
is synonymous with a glamorous sport
icon who serves as an inspiration to many
aspirants within and even outside India.
An amateur for almost 11 years, the
decision to turn professional meant
fighting for a title belt and not medals. “It
is different in not just winning medals but

also the training schedule that one needs
to follow. There are more than one round
that you have to play and then, of course,
you are not playing for medals but
representing your country and fighting
for a title belt,” he smiles.
Having tried his hands in Bollywood,
where he was seen in Fugly, the boxing
bout remains Vijender’s first love.
“Bollywood was a great experience. I had
a lot of fun shooting for the movie. As of
now, I am concentrating on my pro-boxing
career since it has only been a year since
I turned pro. But if I get a good script, I
will definitely consider it,” Singh smiles
as he shifts the focus back to commenting
on India’s Olympic prospects.
“Apart from boxing, I think wrestling,
badminton, hockey and shooting stand
a good chance at Rio. Having said that,
I feel all the sports have really good
athletes and deserve a medal. I wish
them all the best,” he signs off.
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Master stroke

Virdhawal Khade
Of course, I am far from retirement but then, when I retire, I would
like to help a few swimmers to excel in the international arena
Words: Pranav Kulkarni

H

e was one of the fastest
swimmers in the world even
before he turned 15. And
while
India’s
swimming
prodigy Virdhawal Khade is
not representing India at the Rio Olympics
this month, the 26-year-old from
Maharashtra’s southern town of Kolhapur
is far from bidding goodbye to the sport his
name is synonymous with. Disappointed
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yet undeterred, 2008 Olympic veteran
Khade now has his eyes set on the 2018
Asian Games. And for the Rio Olympics,
where his colleagues are representing the
country, Khade has one piece of advice“Stay focussed and don’t get intimidated”.
Unarguably one of India’s most
accomplished swimmers, Khade started
swimming at the age of four. Fifteen and
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B

With high hopes from the present Olympic
contingent, Khade feels that the sports culture in
India needs a further transformation
the fastest swimmer in the country had his
goals set for the 2008 Olympics. In fact,
he was the youngest team member of the
Indian contingent at the Olympics 2008.
First Indian swimmer to win a medal at
the Asian Games, five national records
in 50m, 100m, 200m freestyle and 50m,
100m butterfly stroke, Arjuna awardee
in 2011 and even a book featuring his
inspirational journey to the Olympic
Games called Kolhapur to Beijing –
Freestyle, Khade’s list of laurels is
unending. But with a journey dedicated
to swimming, Khade, presently a deputy
collector posted in Mumbai, hopes
for the day when he will groom young
swimmers to represent India at the
international level. “Of course, I am far
from retirement but when I do, I would
like to help a few swimmers to excel in
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international tournaments,” he says.
With high hopes from the present Olympic
contingent, Khade feels the sports culture
in India — though changing — needs a
further transformation. “There is talent
in our country. And frankly, the fact that
Sandeep (Sejwal) and I have virtually set
new national records, breaking our own
previous records every year has inspired
a number of youngsters to take up
swimming. The infrastructure too exists,
but then there are events like droughts
— such as the one in Maharashtra —
where the swimming pools were closed
due to water scarcity. Such calamities
affect the sport. Like in USA, the sports
culture is reflected by the sheer size of
the Olympic contingent. We need to work
on cultivating talent and nurturing the
sports culture,” he feels.

olympic
talk
The youngest
member of the
Indian contingent
at Beijing Olympics
2008, Virdhawal
Khade felt that
the company of
sportsmen was
where he always
belonged. “The
feeling was that of
belonging. To be in
the same campus
as Roger Federer
and Usain Bolt
made me
feel more
confident. It
was a moment
of realisation.
I felt I belonged
to that place,”
he shares.

Advertorial
Promotion

Beaches and Beyond
More than the usual sun, sand and surf, Goa is a
kaleidoscopic blend of Indian and Portuguese cultures,
sweetened with heritage architectures, festivals, wildlife,
falls, wildlife and more…

Goa’s biggest draw is undoubtedly its
virtually uninterrupted string of goldensand beaches. This shimmering strand
of sand stretches along the Arabian
Sea from the tip to the toe of the state,
and each of the various beaches has
developed their own reputation. They
cater to every tropical whim: choose
from backpacker Arambol or bolder,
brasher Baga; from the palm-fringed
sands of Palolem to hippie market bliss
at Anjuna or lovely, laid-back Mandrem;
from expansive groomed sands in
front of fancy five-star resorts or
hidden crescent coves, where the only
footprints will be the scuttling crabs and
your own.
However, there is a lot more to explore
and cherish in this tourist paradise,
making this state as “Pearl of the Orient”.
Also, the scents, spices and flavours of
Goa’s cuisine surprise and tantalise the
travellers: whether its a classic fish curry
rice, a morning bhaji-pau (bread roll
dipped in curry), a piquant vindaloo, with
its infusions of wine vinegar and garlic, or
a spicy xacuti sauce, the Indo-Portuguese
influence treating the tastebuds.

Goa, a complete package for tourists from all genres, has a lot more to offer beyond the picturesque
beaches for travllers seeking mesmerising holiday

mighty Wilderness
Pint-sized Goa is the widest belt of forests
along the Western Ghats and is endowed
with over 425 genera of birds, over 48
genera of animals and over 60 genera of
reptiles. Therefore, about 10% of Goa is
set aside as wildlife reserve and this area
includes four large wildlife sanctuaries.
Along with Bhagwan Mahavir Wildlife
Sanctuary, Bondla Wildlife Sanctuary,
Cotigao Wildlife Sanctuary, Dr Salim Ali Bird
Sanctuary and Mhadei Wildlife Sanctuary,
the Konkan state also witnesses seasonal
turtle nesting. Goa’s wildlife sanctuaries
are home to various indigenous species
including gaurs, sambars, leopards, spotted
deers, slender loris, jungle cats, malayan
giant squirrels, pythons, cobras, wild boars,
sloth bear, crocodiles and reptiles.

festival Calendar

(2016)
August

15th - Patolleanchem Feast
27th - Bonderam Festival

september

5th 6th - Ganesh Chaturthi or Chovoth
27th - World Tourism Day

November

nature’s Bounty
The magnificent Dudhsagar Waterfall is perched in the high peaks of the Western Ghats and is a
sight to behold, especially in the monsoons. From a distance, the waterfall appears like streams
of milk rushing down the mountainside. The exuberant and spectacular waterfall is located in
the Sanguem taluka. Other mesmerising delights include Arvalem falls, Netravali Lake, Kesarval
Spring and Mayem Lake.

20th to 30th - International Film Festival
of India (IFFI)

December

3rd - St Francis Xavier’s Feast
25th- Christmas
31st- New Year’s Eve

Colourful festival of Bonderam
Celebrated on the island of Divar, located
12 km away from Panjim on the fourth
Saturday of August (on 27th this year), the
feast of Bonderam begins with a multicoloured flag parade along with a brass
band. Once the festival is declared open, the
entire island comes to life. Events like fancy
dress competitions followed by the traditional
float parade and performances by famous
music bands of Goa occur all through the
day. The fest is held in remembrance of the
age-old dispute between clans existing on
the island during the Portuguese era. Hence,
the multi-coloured flags that demarcate the
boundaries of the respective clans.

Glimples of Bonderam Festival , 2015. This one-of-its-kind festival is celebrated with zeal and fervour by all members of the state dressed in traditional
Goan-Konkan attire. The colourful parade on the day includes folk dance performances and tableaus exhibiting the rich culture of the state
weBsiTe

www.goa-tourism.com

officialgoatourism

TourismGoa

+(91) - (832) - 2438830/31

reservations@goa-tourism.com

Tourism stakeholders in Goa, such as hotels, guest houses, activities and transportation service providers can register for FREE at www.goa-tourism.com/RegSup*
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The young

stars

Two wrestlers, a boxer, a table tennis star and a gymnastics
sensation — India’s Olympic first timers have the country
poised for other-than-cricket sporting icons

A

s the world celebrates the
Games of the XXXI Olympiad,
commonly referred to as
Rio Olympics 2016, this
August, all eyes are set on the
performance of the Indian contingent.
But much before the medal tallies start
creating global waves of hope and
disappointment, the athletes have been
burning the midnight oil to ensure that
they create history and return home with
glory. The expectations from the country,
families and coaches on one side and the
technicalities of the sport, fitness, training
and more importantly, expectations from
self on the other — being an Olympian is
arguably a tougher game than the sport
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itself. So as they were busy preparing
to take their sporting achievements to
an altogether new level by becoming
Olympians, we attempted to explore what
five of India’s Olympic first timers want
from Rio 2016. While some feel their long
cherished dreams have come true, others
say they will not rest till they bag a medal.
While one wants to be a legend in the sport
she plays, another wants to make her elder
sister proud by carrying forward the family
legacy. Whether they live up to their own
expectations, only time will tell. But if
there is already one fact none can deny, it
is, that whatever the outcome, the country
is already proud of these young stars and
their place as the country’s ambassadors
at Olympics is a feat no less than success.

august 5 to 21

THE GAMES
IN NUMBERS
ATHLETES

17K
TICKETS

7.5MN
CHAIRS

80K
JOURNALISTS

25K

India’s
most loved
salon & spa
chain

Successfully participated
in the last 7 editions of
India Fashion Week
Glamming up models
for the catwalk

Redefining

fashion

For Franchise/
Partner Queries,
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franchise@monsoonsalon.com

Like us on
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Call Toll Free: 1800-103-2665

1800-103-BooK

Ambar Pariddi Sahai, Mynah Reynu Tandon, Valliyan, Vasundhara,
Mandira, Niki Mahajan, Joy Mitra, Rina Dhaka for AIFWAW2016.

Delhi: Greater Kailash-II, South Extension-II, Connaught Place, Rajouri Garden, Punjabi Bagh (W),
Dwarka, Vasant Kunj - Ambience Mall GurGaon: Ambience Mall
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Lord of the ring

Vikas Krishan Yadav
After having lost out on the Olympic berth in 2012
following a legal battle, boxer Vikas Krishan Yadav is
treating Rio as his last Olympics

B

oxer Vikas Krishan Yadav may
be an Olympic first timer but
his encounter with Olympics
is not new. For in 2012
London Olympic preliminary
rounds, the then 20-year-old had lost the
qualification to American Errol Spence
despite having beaten the latter 13-11. But
the bitter legal battle that followed with
International Boxing Association citing
fouls in Yadav’s match with Spence which
resulted in his losing out on the Olympic
spot is still fresh in the 75 kg category
boxer’s mind. In a recent interview, Yadav
recalled how the lesson learnt at those
preliminaries taught him that in events
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as big as the Olympics, results can swing
either way even after the match is over.
Determined to win with undisputable
margins ever since, Yadav secured a
Rio Olympic berth in June at Baku. With
boxer Vijender Singh — who too bagged
a medal in the 75 kg category — as his
icon, Yadav is hopeful that he will make
the country proud by bagging a medal at
this Olympics.
In fact, speaking at a forum recently, he
had expressed how he is treating Rio as
his last Olympics to ensure giving his best
performance.

Milestones
• 2010: Gold at Asian
Youth Boxing
Championship,
Asian Games
• 2011: Bronze
at World
Amateur Boxing
Championship
• 2014: Bronze at
Asian Games
• 2015: Silver at
Asian Boxing
Championship

@geeta_phogat
#Congratulations
#Manoj Kumar, & #Vikas
Krishan Yadav qualified
for #RioOlympics ..
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Clean finish

Babita Kumari
One of the youngest members of the Phogat family — Haryana’s wrestling
powerhouse — Babita wants to carry forward the legacy of her elder sister, Geeta

S

he belongs to a family often
referred to as India’s first family
of women wrestlers. The sister
of India’s first international
wrestling gold medallist Geeta
Phogat and daughter of wrestler Mahavir
Singh Phogat, Babita Kumari need not look
for inspiration outside the four walls of
her home in Haryana’s Bhiwani district. “I
have seen my elder sister Geeta sacrifice a
lot to reach the Olympics. I want to make
her proud and show her what a fantastic
example she has been for us,” this is
Babita’s inspiration line before taking off
for Rio 2016.
But even for one of the youngest members
of the Phogat family — often credited
for changing rural Haryana’s outlook
towards female wrestling — the moment
of uncertainty that shattered her Olympic
dream had arrived recently when she lost
at the Asian and World qualifiers. “I thought
that my chance of representing the nation
at the Olympics was gone. However, God
has given me a second chance and I will
leave no stone unturned to ensure that I
make it count,” she says. Charged again to
make the country proud and carry forward
the legacy of her family, she says, “I am
really excited to compete at Rio and I am
sparing no effort towards being at my fittest
and sharpest best for it.”

Milestones
• 2009: Gold at
Commonwealth
Wrestling
Championship
• 2010: Silver at CWG
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• 2011: Gold at
Commonwealth
Wrestling Championship
• 2012: Bronze at
World Wrestling

Championships
• 2013: Bronze at
Asian Wrestling
Championships
• 2014: Gold at CWG

Ritika
@RitikaSkumar A big
shout out to babita,
u go girl. #wrestling
#babitaut
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Balancing act

Dipa Karmakar
The first Indian woman gymnast to represent the
country at Olympics, Dipa Karmakar is already a
household name and a youth icon

Milestones

D

ipa Karmakar may be a
household name in India
today with the likes of Sachin
Tendulkar tagging her as a youth
icon but the newfound identity
of becoming the first woman gymnast to
represent the country at Olympics has been
the outcome of a journey as engaging as the
sport she represents.
Born in Agartala, Dipa — as her coach once
said — had flat feet, which affected the
spring in her jump. But she was determined
to make it big as a gymnast right since
childhood. The 23-year-old chose to study
in Bengali medium despite seeing her elder
sister attend an English medium school,
the timings of which would have affected
her gymnastics training schedule. A fan of
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Shah Rukh Khan-starrer Chak De!, Dipa has
watched the film countless number of times
and as claimed by her family members —
forgets the world around — while watching
the story of Indian women’s hockey team
winning the World Cup.
And quite like the Chak De! girls, Dipa’s
story has been one filled with passion,
commitment and will power. For despite
having won over 80 medals, the then
17-year-old cried for days after she could
not win a medal at CWG 2010. She bounced
back in 2011 with gold medal at the National
Games and later bronze in the women’s vault
final in Commonwealth Games in 2014. Now,
at the Olympics, Dipa has spelled reaching
the finals as her first target. To win a medal
for the country is her ultimate goal.

• 2011: Five golds in
floor, vault, all around,
balance beam and
uneven bars
• 2014: Bronze at CWG
• 2015: Bronze at
Artistic Gymnastics
Asian Championships,
first ever Indian to
qualify for the final
stage of the World
Artistic Gymnastics
Championship

J S Bhattacharjee
Tripura’s Golden
Girl Dipa Karmakar
is all set for the RIO
OLYMPIC Twenty
Sixteen. Wishing her
all the best
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Game point

Manika Batra
Like her sporting icon Sachin Tendulkar,
Delhi girl Manika Batra wants to be a
table tennis legend

M

anika Batra’s aim is clear.
She wants to be a legend
in table tennis in India
just like her sporting icon
Sachin Tendulkar. And with
a threshold set up that high — at the level
of the cricketing legend — an Olympic
qualification or even for that matter a medal
encounter at Rio might just be a by-the-way
achievement for one of India’s youngest
sport stars.
“Sachin Tendulkar is my idol. Like him, I want
to be a legend in the sport of table tennis for
India,” she says, adding, “Specifically in TT,

I am highly inspired by ace player Achantha
Sharath Kamal who has won several laurels
for our country and is still going strong.”
For the 21-year-old from Delhi, whose
first encounter with the game began at the
age of four, representing the country at
Olympics has been a memorable journey.
“It is a lifetime experience and I would be
playing with an open mind with a singleminded focus of giving my 100 per cent in
every match I play. It is a feeling of immense
pride and honour to represent India at such
an elite platform and I am leaving no stone
unturned by practising hard for it,” she says.

Milestones
• 2011: Silver at
under-21 category
of the Chile Open
• 2014:
Commonwealth
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Games and Asian
Games
• 2015: Three
medals at
Commonwealth

Championships
• 2016: Three
gold medals
at South Asian
Games

Divya Sachdev @
You make us proud
Manika Batra
sending you lot’s of
good wishes...
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Mat finish

Sandeep Tomar
Indian Navy sailor Sandeep Tomar believes that qualifying for the
Olympics is just the beginning, winning is the ultimate

Milestones

I

n April this year, 24-year-old Sandeep
Tomar defeated Ukranian Andriy
Yatsenko 11-0 at Ulaanbaatar in
Mongolia ensuring an Olympic berth in
the 57-kg freestyle category for India
and became only the fourth wrestler to
represent the country at the biggest sporting
extravaganza in the world after Yogeshwar
Dutt, Narsingh Yadav and Hardeep Singh.

And though many may consider Olympic
qualification a landmark achievement for
an athlete, the ace Indian wrestler believes
that making it through the qualifiers is just
the beginning. The real achievement for
the Indian Navy sailor would be when he
defeats the best in the world and proves
it at the world stage that he belongs

there. Recruited in the Navy wrestling team
in September 2011, Tomar proved his mettle
within a month when he won gold medal in
the Inter-Services Championship. Since
then he has not looked back and has made
the country proud on many occasions. “Just
adding the tag of an Olympian to your name
is not enough. For the world to sit and take
notice, you need to defeat the best and show
you belong on that stage,” Tomar says.
“The journey to the Olympics was not
easy. I am happy that I have secured
Olympic qualification. Now the focus is on
sharpening my skills, topping up my fitness
and conditioning the mind to ensure that
I can be the best version of myself on the
wrestling mat,” he says.

• 2012: Gold at
Copa Brasil
International
Wrestling
Championship
• 2014: World
Military Wrestling
Championship
• 2015: Bronze at
Takhti Cup, Iran
• 2016: Gold and
best wrestler
in Asian
Championships

Ajit Powar
@ajit3992: The
mighty Sandeep
Tomar is all set to
wrestle it out in Rio.
Do well my friend.

* At the time of going to press, these five athletes were confirmed participants of the Indian Olympic contingent for Rio 2016
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The weekend shooter
Vistara First Officer Arjun Mehta says that the shooting range has
a Zen-like atmosphere where perfection is all that matters

U

nlike many other sports,
there are no gladiatorial
duels in shooting wherein the
performance of others can
be directly affected by your
efforts. A shooting range consists of an
almost Zen-like atmosphere where your
perfection is all that matters. Get your kit
out, set up the gun, warm up, a session of
meditation to clear up the mind and then
begin with the first round. Quiet time to
go over the round, note down the mistakes
and discuss with other shooters if needed
and you are ready with the next round.
Repeat till it is time to clean your gun.
Pack up. And go home.
I shoot in two disciplines competitively —
Olympic Skeet and 300m Big Bore Prone
Rifle Shooting. I have represented Delhi
State in the National Championships in
both the disciplines and at the National
Games which, like the Olympics, are held
once in four years. When not flying, I am
normally at the range shooting which
necessarily means that I shoot on my

weekly offs and at times, before or after
a flight.
I was introduced to shotgun shooting
for the first time when I saw Lt Col
Rajyavardhan Singh Rathore and another
gentleman practice. Personally, I look
up to the former, who, despite starting
shotgun shooting at a very late age still
managed to bring glory to the country.
While I would like to shoot competitively,
it takes a lot of time and effort
and corporate sponsorship as shooting is
a sport which needs a substantial amount
of effort to be ploughed into to reap any
benefits. That said, one is hopeful of
medals from India’s shooting contingent
at the Rio Olympics this year. It is one of
the strongest we have sent in decades.
Another heartening thing is to see the
strength of the junior shooters whose
parents have supported the aspirations
of their children thus nurturing some
talented young shooters. Indian shooting
in the years to come will be the mainstay
of the country’s haul of Olympic medals.

Arjun Mehta

First Officer & CRM
Instructor, Vistara

The points
system
The Instrument In an
Olympic skeet, a shooter
usually uses a 12 gauge
shotgun to shoot down
flying clay target discs
called Clay Birds
The scoring system
Skeet shooting works
off a simple score.
Maximum of 125 points,
one for each clay bird
you shoot down. These
125 opportunities to
shoot the clay birds are
divided into
5 rounds of 25 each.
Rounds are spread out
over two-three days.
The one with the
highest aggregate
score out of 125 wins.
In bigger tournaments,
top six go on to shoot
another round of 25
to determine the final
rankings
300 m Big Bore Each
shot can fetch up to 10
points, depending on
how close you are to the
bull’s eye. A match of 60
rounds with a maximum
attainable score of
60x10 = 600 points. The
highest scorer wins
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The marvellous

city

The second-largest city in Brazil, Rio de Janeiro, is blessed with
one of the most beautiful natural settings for a metropolis

S

tunning beaches, breathtaking
landscapes,
picturesque
harbour, magnificent flora and
fauna, scrumptious delicacies,
carnival celebrations and
much more. That is Cidade Maravihosa
or the Marvellous City as Rio de Janeiro
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is known in Brazil for you. A round-theyear destination, the second largest city
in Brazil can be best experienced in the
month of February when the city soaks
in the mood of the grand Rio Carnival.
We bring to you a few not-to-be-missed
hotspots in Rio.

Vistara interline
partners British Airways,
Air France,
Japan Airlines
and KLM - fly to
Rio de Janeiro

Christ the Redeemer
The statue of “Cristo Redentor”, perched
atop the 2,330 ft high Corcovado peak,
stands with arms outstretched, serenely
gazing over the city. It was in 1922 that the
construction of the statue began during
the heyday of the Art Deco movement. In

fact, the concrete and soapstone statue
is the largest Art Deco-style sculpture in
the world. Standing 38 m tall, the statue,
designed by Brazilian Heitor da Silva
Costa and created by French sculptor
Paul Landowski, took five years to

complete. On the 75th anniversary of the
completion of the statue in October 2006,
the archbishop of Rio, Cardinal Eusebio
Oscar Scheid, consecrated a chapel,
named after Brazil’s patron saint, Our
Lady of the Apparition, under the statue.

Must Visit
Ilha Grande

110 km from Rio
Earlier known as a land
of hospitals, pirates and
scary stories of torture and
escape from prisons, Ilha
Grande is a land of pristine
beauty. After the prisons
shut in 1994, it is now
inhabited by fishermen and
their families. A great place
to enjoy beaches, hiking,
scuba diving and boat trips.

Vila do Abrao
A picturesque village,
Abrao is a must visit if
you enjoy long walks.
This palm-studded
beachfront town
comprises beautiful
tropical beaches and
virgin Atlantic rain
forests.

What to do
Follow the jungle
trail to the Lopes
Mendes Surf Beach,
one of the 10 best
beaches in Brazil.
Mix with the locals
and learn Forro, a
genre of Brazilian
music from them.
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Buzios
Around 180 km from Rio
Buzios is one place that Brazilians visit
for their beach holidays. The area has
around 20-something beaches which are
all individually unique; some sandy, some
rocky, some with blue waters and others
with green. Many of the beaches are set
in small coves so the ocean water is like a
warm bath. You can enjoy boating tours. At
night, Buzios is a buffet banquet of delicious
steaks and seafood.

Copacabana Beach
Located at the Atlantic shore,
Copacabana Beach stretches from
Posto Dois to Posto Sies. One of the
most famous beaches in the world,
Copacabana is a 2.5 mile long beach,
made famous by nightclubs, casinos and
hotels in the 1950s. Today, the beach is
lined from one end to the other by luxury
hotels, restaurants and bars. There are

Interesting fact
Rio hosted the
largest ever
concert with Rod
Stewart playing to
an estimated 3.5
million people on
Copacabana Beach
in 1994.
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historic forts at both the ends of the
beach — Fort Copacabana, built in 1914
and Fort Duque de Caxias, built in 1779.
The beach hosts millions of revellers
during the New Year celebrations and
is also the official venue of the FIFA
Beach Soccer World Cup. Not to forget,
a number of music concerts organised
here every year.

One of the most
famous beaches in
the world, Copacabana
is a 2.5 mile long
beach, made famous
by nightclubs, casinos
and hotels

Must Visit
Rua Das Pedras
Just over 600 m long, the
Rua Das Pedras is full of
trendy bars, sophisticated
restaurants, designer
shops, inns, cafes, art
galleries, ice cream
parlours and nightclubs.

What to do
If you have limited time to explore, the
best way to make out the most from your
trip is to take a Buzios trolley. It is an
open bus takes you around to 12 different
beaches and allows to take photos or else
go for a swim there.
You can also indulge in kitesurfing, practised using
a kind of windsurfing
board and a small
paraglider (kite), enabling
displacement and radical
maneuvers at the sea.

Jardim Botanico
The Rio de Janeiro Botanical Garden
or Jardim Botanico houses over
8,000 species of plants. Located
in the Lagoa neighbourhood, the
botanical garden also has a number
of monuments, fountains, a Japanese
garden and the new Museu do Meio

Paraty
245 km from Rio
The classic colonial town
makes for a great base to
explore beaches and diving
islands. The waterfalls,
Andorinhas and Pedra Branca
make for a picturesque sight.
Paraty, a coastal historic town
in Brazil, was first settled by
the Portuguese in 1667. Its
old churches, cobbled streets
and nearby forests, waterfalls,
islands and emerald green sea
attract lots of tourists.

Ambiente which displays exhibits
that focus on the environment. The
garden was founded by King John VI
of Portugal in 1808 and was originally
intended for acclimatisation of spices
like pepper, nutmeg and cinnamon
that were imported from West

Indies. Spread over 140 hectares,
the garden lies at the foot of the
Corcovado Mountain, below the right
arm of Christ the Redeemer. It also
houses a research institute which
undertakes a wide range of botanical
studies in Brazil.

Must Visit

Mamangua
With 33 beaches,
Mamangua is where
the tropical forest
and sea meet.
With nature-rich
mangroves, hills and
mountains, this area
is home to wonderful
flora and fauna.

What to do
You can cross the
Jabaquara Beach
and reach the
mangrove on the far
left side of the beach
by rowing the boat
whilst enjoying the
silent waters and the
scenic views.
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Ouro Preto
400 km from Rio
In the state of Minas Gerais, Ouro Preto
is one of Brazil’s best-preserved colonial
towns and a UNESCO world heritage site.
Among other historical and colonial cities of
Minas Gerais, Ouro Preto is one of the most
popular travelling destinations in Brazil.
The place has many mines, museums and
churches to catch a traveller’s eye.

Must Visit
Praca Tiradentes
In the heart of the town
is the main square
named after former
resident Tiradentes,
a leader of the 1789
attempted revolution.

What to do
Head to Itacolomi
National Park for hiking.
Then you may hike
towards “the rock and the
boy,” a very odd-looking
rock formation visible
from the town below.

Interesting fact
Ouro Preto means black
gold. It was founded in 1698
and in no time became
famous as the epicentre of
a new gold rush where gold
was measured and sold.
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Ipanema Beach
A not-to-bemissed site in the
vicinity is
H Stern, a
popular jewellery
store. Make sure
you take a tour
of the museum
in the store and
receive a little
box of semiprecious and
precious stones
as a gift

One of the most popular tourist spots in
Rio, Ipanema Beach is situated in the
upscale South Zone, between the beaches
of Copacabana and Leblon. In fact, the
beach got famous from the bossa nova song,
The Girl from Ipanema, in the 1960s and is
bordered by shops, restaurants and cafes.
Known for its social life and elegant
development, the area around Ipanema
Beach is often called the Little Paris of
Rio and is famous for bookstores, movie
theatres and art galleries. A not-to-bemissed site in the vicinity is H Stern, a
popular jewellery store. Make sure you
take a tour of the museum in the store
and receive a little box of semi-precious
and precious stones as a gift. The beach is
considered one of the main hubs of activity
for Rio and is one of the most expensive
places to live.

FUN FACTS
The name Rio de Janeiro
meaning River of January is
named after the river that does
not exist. The name was given
by the Portuguese explorers
who mistook the bay for a
river and named the place
thereafter.
Rio Carnival is the
world’s largest.
Started in 1723
and held 40 days
before Easter, the
five-day carnival
hosts around 600
parties.
The city’s nickname is
Cidade Maravilhosa which in
Portuguese means Marvellous
City. Locals are called Cariocas
which is pronounced
as care-ree-o-cas.
Between 1815 and 1822, Rio
served as the centre for the
exiled royal court of Portugal
which had been driven from
the motherland by Napoleon.
There is a bronze
statue dedicated
to Michael
Jackson in
Santa Marta
favela where the
superstar shot the
video of the song They
Don’t Care About Us.
Between 1763 and 1960, Rio
served as the capital of Brazil.

Lapa Neighbourhood
Known for its vibrant nightlife and delectable
street food, Lapa Neighbourhood is located in
the downtown section of Rio known as Centro.
A majority of the neighbourhood’s architecture
dates back to the 1800s. Lapa, from the decade
of 1950s, has been known for its lively cultural
life and is one of the best places to meet friends

and cariocas to relish local cuisine and to
drink caipirinha, the national cocktail made
with sugarcane hard liquor and lime. A set of
famous steps connects both the Lapa and Santa
Teresa neighbourhoods. An important venue for
chamber music, Sala Cecilia Meireles, is also
located in Lapa.

There’s an Osama bin
Laden-themed bar, owned by
bartender Ceará Francisco
Helder Braga Fernandes.
The city has one of the
world’s oldest
tramways. Started
in 1877, the Santa
Teresa Tram is
one of the oldest
street railways in
the world.
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Not just

blade
runners

As 16 athletes get set to make India proud at
the 2016 Paralympics that follow the Olympics
at Rio de Janeiro in September, we trace the
destiny-defying journeys of five
Words: Rhucha Kulkarni

september 7 to 18

T

forth the Paralympic Movement. Set up in
1989 under the motto of Spirit in Motion,
today, 200 national Paralympic committees
participate and compete actively in the
event, donning the spirit of excellence
in sports.

Why para, one may wonder? Para stands for
parallel, an event similar to the Olympics yet
with a twist. The Paralympics was initiated
as a sports opportunity hub for a parallel
pool, the differently-abled sportspersons.
The history of the games dates back to 2000
when the need for a separate platform for
disabled sportspersons was recognised and
the International Paralympic Committee set

In this 15th edition of Summer Paralympic
Games, India has ensured its presence by
sending 16 contenders for the prestigious
medals. And while they train hard to bring
glory to the Tricolour, we take a close look
at their inspiring stories of true grit and
strength. Enveloped in an ever ongoing
display of never-say-die attitude, these are
the stories of those who need no medals and
laurels to certify that by having overcame
the most gruesome impacts of destiny—
they are already winners and inspiration
for many.

ime to move away from the
typical phrase Sweet 16? You bet!
Rethink the conventional — Think
“Sturdy 16” or “Sensational 16”!
For 16 is the number of athletes
who are gearing up to represent India this
September at the World Paralympics 2016
at Rio de Janeiro. Sixteen is the number
that has grabbed the chance to fill every
Indian’s heart with pride.
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THE GAMES
IN NUMBERS
SPORTS

23
EVENTS

528
VENUES

21

COUNTRIES

176

Raising

the bar

the
contingent

Polio and high jump may look like antonyms but for
Varun Bhati, the former is just a challenge overcome
long ago, and the latter, its perpetual solution

Varun Bhati

T

High jump

he number one national rank holder
in men’s para high jump as on date
— a not-so-humble achievement for
someone from a modest background.
His father is the sarpanch (headman)
of village Jamalpur in Greater Noida and
mother, a homemaker. Bhati took to sports at a
young age, playing basketball for his school. But
destiny had other plans when he was afflicted
with polio, leading to a deformed leg and hence,
he had to switch to para-sports. Currently
in the league of top para high jumpers, he
registered the A qualification mark for 2012
Paralympics in London with a performance of
1.60 m — a commendable feat.
A third year BSc Maths student from Delhi
University, Bhati fondly reminisces his school
days stating that when not training in camps,
he spent time on his school ground, practicing
on his own.
Ask why high jump and he passionately
replies, “I am born to do high jump. It is like
it has been already written somewhere.”
Bhati talks about his love for all sports and
special affinity to basketball, his childhood
companion. “Somewhere, I attribute my love
for heights and consequently high jumping to
my basketball days when I would jump high
to secure that winning basket,” he says with
a smile.

But switching over from a team game to an
individual-focussed one hasn’t been a smooth
ride. “Will power, hard and smart work have
opened new doors for me. Challenges keep me
motivated. One done, hunt for another,” he
proudly spells his motto.
That he has undoubtedly overcome the
challenges is proved by the impeccable
track record Bhati carries. 2015 Para World
Championship in Doha, gold medal at the 2014
China Open Athletics Championship, 2014
Para Asian Games in Incheon — the list goes
on. But the feather in the cap was when he
bagged the gold medal at IPC Asia-Oceania
Athletic Championship 2015 in Dubai when a
new Asian record spiralled him to the world
number one rank.
“Life without any goal is worthless. Moreover,
that goal may change along the course. So one
must accept reality and move on. Face it, keep
going and keep winning,” he chirps with his
eyes set on the Rio Paralympics.

Rishi Kant
Sharma
Javelin

Visually challenged,
Sharma is now a
resident of New Delhi.
It was his passion for
the sport that drew him
to the sport. Trained
under Dronacharya
awardee coach RD
Singh, he took up
para-athletics in 1996
in Patna. Prior to that
he was employed
with a bank. Sharma
considers Jamaican
sprinter Usain Bolt his
role model.

Sunder Singh
Gurjar
Javelin

The 20-year-old holds
the national record
of 68.42 m — six
metre more than the
world record. Trained
at Hanumangarh in
Rajasthan, Gurjar
was competing in
general category till
over a year ago when
he lost his left hand
to an accident. His
determination brought
him back to training
within a month. The
national record he
created at a recent
championship paved
his way to Rio.
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Heavyweight

champion
Kabaddi, power-lifting, para-badminton, taekwando and shot
put — for every hurdle destiny threw at him, Virender Singh
has a sporty answer ready

H

ailing from Sonipat in
Haryana, Virender joined
the army through the
sports quota. The shot put
champion exudes a quiet
perseverance as he talks about his
sports journey. A medal contender for
Rio Paralympics, Virender’s love for
sports goes back to school days when he
moved many a muscle at kabaddi.

Virender Singh
Dhankar
Shot put

“A player must
be honest with
his game and
to his country.
That is the only
mantra to excel
in sports”

His sporting career took an unexpected
turn when he lost a leg in an accident
and had to adapt to the reality at
hand. Exploration of newer avenues
introduced him to the realms of powerlifting which he took to excelling at.
But fate had different plans for him yet
again. A prolapse in his left shoulder
forced him to give up the game and
scout for other options. Virender thus
started participating in para-athletics
events from 2012 in New Delhi. He has
also played para-badminton and parataekwando at the national level.

the
contingent

“My family is extremely important to me.
Their support gives me power to play,” he
talks fondly about his wife and two kids,
three brothers, two sisters and parents.
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Anandan
Gunasekaran
400 m

And while his family has been supporting
him like a solid rock, adaptability has
been at the core of Virender’s journey
so far. “Convincing the mind to ignore
challenges and focus on the positives is
the only way to pave your way towards
success,” he says. And success it is, for
his actions speak louder than words. He
is the winner of two gold medals at the
Asian para-athletics besides several
national as well as World Military
Games gold medals.
Ask what drives him every single day
to set out to achieve the seemingly
impossible, and a thoughtful pause
follows. “A player must be honest with
his game and to his country. That is the
only mantra to excel in sports,” he says.
But that is just a part of his philosophy
as he firmly advocates hard work
and a positive outlook in every task
undertaken. “Working hard in every
situation — whatever be your field of
work — should be your sole outlook.
This, supplemented with a positive
thought process, helps you realise
the sweet fruits of success,” Virender
says as he signs off to return to his
training session.

In 2009, Lance Naik Anandan
Gunasekaran was posted along the
border in Jammu and Kashmir when
a landmine blast destroyed his left
leg. The army provided him with a
prosthetic leg. A jawan from the Indian
Army’s Madras Engineering Group,
Anandan hails from Kumbakonam,
Tamil Nadu. In October last year,

Anandan was the only Indian to have
won multiple medals at the sixth
edition of World Military Games in
Mungyeong, South Korea. He also
broke the previous record, clocking his
personal best at 24.06 seconds. His
gold medal — the sole from among
111 Indian athletes — cleared his
berth for the Rio Paralympics.
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Flight

of fancy

the
contingent

They said he couldn’t lift a glass of water so he went on to
represent India at London Paralympics in club throw,
setting a few Asian records en route

end up spending a lot of time training with
them. It is a different world in itself and they
have become my parallel family,” he says
with a smile.

Amit Saroha

R

Club throw

esilience and an unwavering
self-respect are the two
essential elements of Amit
Saroha’s inspiring persona.
Hailing from Baihyapur, a small
town in Haryana, Saroha states with a
chuckle that he comes from an ordinary
family and that his mother and brother
still live in the village. What captures
our attention while conversing with him
is the fact that he refers to his coach
and support staff as his sports family. “I

Various aces up his sleeve — the first Indian
quadriplegic Paralympian who represented
the nation at London Paralympics 2012, an
Arjuna awardee in 2013, the first ever Indian
para-athlete to hold two Asian records —
Saroha’s list of achievements is unending.
But the spotlight that the sport has today
brought him into did not exist years ago.
A school-level hockey player, Saroha’s
world came crashing down when he met
with an accident in 2007 that left him with
a spinal cord injury and turned him into a
quadriplegic. Having been relegated to a
life on the wheelchair, it was in 2009 that
he met American wheelchair-rugby player
Jonathan Sigworth. The turning point in his
life had arrived. Sigworth’s tour — intended
to increase awareness of para-sports —
became the game-changer for Saroha.
“I remember when I had first mentioned
about participating in para-sports, people
thought I had lost my mind. After all, how
could a person, who could hardly lift a glass
of water, gain the strength to throw a club
throw?” he says adding, “The blame does not
lie with people. Para-sports were unheard of
in India. But I was adamant to live my life not
with sympathy but with self-respect,” says
Amit.

“When I had first mentioned
about participating in parasports, people thought I had
lost my mind”
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Suyash Jadhav
Swimming

Son of nationallevel swimmer
Narayan Jadhav,
23-year-old Suyash,
a student of Pune’s
Fergusson College,
was electrocuted in
2004 while attending
a marriage. Eleven
then, his terribly
injured hands were
amputated. Suyash is
inspired by Prasanta
Karmakar, India’s first
disabled swimmer,
to win a medal at
World Swimming
Championship.

Farman Basha
Weightlifting

42-year-old Basha
was afflicted with
polio when he was
one. Wheelchairbound, he apparently
started powerlifting
when his neighbour in
Bengaluru introduced
him to the world of
para-sports. Ever
since, Basha has
represented India
at numerous events
including Summer
Paralympics in London
in 2012, Asian Para
Games among others.
He is an Arjuna
awardee.
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Perennial

high-flyer
At the Asian Para Games in 2014 when Sharad Kumar
broke a 12-year world record, he also busted the
notions of those who questioned his abilities

B
Sharad Kumar
High jump

the
contingent

“It is the role of
all stakeholders
– policymakers,
government,
coaches, training
institutes and
individuals to
make anomaly
like para-sports
an acceptable
norm”
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orn in Patna, boarding
school education at St Pauls,
Darjeeling combined with the
influence of sports at Modern
School, New Delhi introduced
Sharad to sports as a career. A deformity
of the leg due to polio in his early life
notwithstanding, he took to sports from
grade six, discovering the intensity
of participating in competitions. His
brother was a sports ranker at school
and Sharad was determined to outdo
him. Healthy competition prevailed and
Sharad delved into various sports. He
was the school captain for cricket and
a table-tennis district player. As to how
the switch from core sports to para high
jump happened, he fondly recollects
memories of jumping high to sound off
the school bell. While others could not
reach it, he would succeed. One of his
school teachers recognised his potential
and sowed the seed of indulging in parasports. The year 2008 thus proved to
be a landmark year towards starting an
enriching career in sports.
Gaining the trust of close family members
and convincing them that sports was his
calling was an uphill task. True to his selfderived motto — “Once a fighter, always

Mariyappan
Thangavelu
High jump

a winner,” he overcame the challenges.
“Winning a gold medal in high jump at
the 2014 Asian Para Games in Incheon
while breaking a 12-year record gave me
the required confidence to reinvent and
believe in myself,” he reminisces.
He attributes his success to his
encouraging parents and national
Paralympics coach Satyanarayana who he
says has the vision to achieve outstanding
glories for India. Intense guidance and
motivation set the pace for his success.
A degree holder in International Relations
from JNU, Sharad says, “It is the role
of all stakeholders — policymakers,
government, coaches, training institutes
and individuals — to make anomalies
like para-sports an acceptable norm.
Potential is just waiting to be tapped into
and opportunities are multifold.”
When it comes to Rio Paralympics 2016,
Kumar is leaving no stone unturned. “Live
in the present and believe in yourself.
I am following this philosophy. While
intensive training is fine-tuning my
technique, indulging in activities I like
helps me nurture the right mindset. With
these in place, half my task is achieved,”
he shares.

The 20-year-old from Periavadagampatti
village, about 50 km from Salem in
Tamil Nadu, was five when a bus ran
over his right foot, crushing it below the
knee. Left with a permanent disability,
it was Mariyappan’s love for sports
that drove him to high jump. But it
was not until 2013 when his coach
Satyanarayana spotted him at the

National Para Athletics Championships
that the effort was channelised towards
a medal. Two years later, Mariyappan
was at Bengaluru with the aim of
bagging a medal at Rio Paralympics.
In March, he cleared a distance of
1.78 m in high jump at IPC Grand Prix
in Tunisia which cleared his way to Rio
Paralympics.
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A polio bout during childhood may have affected
Vikas Dagar physically but with hard work and undented
will power, the Delhi long jumper has secured a berth at Rio

Vikas Dagar
Long jump

H

ailing from Mallikpur near
Delhi, Vikas Dagar is a man
with many hats to don. A
government school teacher, an
athlete, a husband, a son and a
father to an eight-year-old, the impeccable
efficiency with which Dagar shuffles
between each of these roles is probably
also the secret of his sporting success.
A deformed limb owing to a bout of polio
during his early years may have challenged
him physically but not in spirit and purpose.
Vikas’ foray into para-sports began in 2013
when the Delhi Paralympic Committee
secretary general Satbir Rana urged him
to explore the world of para-sports. He
grabbed the opportunity and worked hard,
winning his first nationals at Bengaluru —
two bronze and two silver medals. Further
focus on fine-tuning his game allowed
him to appear for the 2014 Asian Games,
representing India internationally for the
first time. He fondly recollects winning
three gold medals at 2014 IPC Grand
Prix in Tunisia as his most memorable
achievement. The latest in his kitty has
been winning the bronze at IWF Paris 2016
in 200 m.
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So how does he manage flitting between
his job, family commitments and a full-time
career in para-sports? “It is all in the mind.
My family plays a major role in moral and
day-to-day support. Of course, the intensive
guidance and training of my coaches who
have helped me develop the right technique
to sustain high performance in the field is
priceless,” he proudly says.
Winning at athletics is all about scientific
technique, he feels. “Practice to perfection”
and “train the mind” are the proverbs that
he claims to live by. This is evident from his
rigorous training regime that he religiously
follows.
With his eyes set on Rio, Dagar says,
“Representing the country gives a sense
of pride. Hard work and willpower are two
tenets to imbibe as a way of life. Not even
the sky is then the limit.”

Devendra
Jhajaria
Javelin

A Paralympics
veteran, with a gold
medal in 2004 Athens
Paralympics, Padma
Shri Devendra Jhajaria
was eight when he
touched an electric
cable that resulted
in his left hand being
amputated. At Athens,
he set a new world
record and became
only the second Indian
gold medallist at
Paralympics after
Murlikant Petkar.

Ram Pal Chahar
High jump
Born on July 10, 1989,
Ram Pal hails from
Sonipat, Haryana.
A farmer’s son, his
arm was caught in an
agricultural chopper
which resulted in
his hand getting
amputated. A BA, BEd
and BLib, Ram Pal left
a full time job in 2013
to pursue career in
para high jump. IPC
Grand Prix in Tunisia
this year was his first
international event
where he won gold
medal with a 1.85m
jump which helped
him qualify for the Rio
Paralympics.

people
opinion

India @

Olympics
The seed sown in 1920 has now become
a full scale movement with India
embracing the Olympic ideal in real
earnest as will be evident in Rio 2016

T

he Olympics is not simply
about medals won, records
broken or television rights
sold as ends in themselves.
Rather, the Olympics, and
its relevant records and statistics, are
important for the way in which they can
affect societies surrounding them. That’s
why the Summer Olympics is one of the
biggest celebrations of global human
camaraderie and is undoubtedly the
biggest sporting spectacle of all.
Thus, when the Puerto Ricans march
in the Olympic opening ceremony even
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It was in Indian hockey, and in the Olympic Games,
that the nationalist aspirations of colonial India
found full expression
Fast facts
In London Olympics
2012, Shiva Thapa,
became the
youngest Indian
boxer ever to qualify
for Olympics
In Los Angeles
Olympics 1984,
PT Usha became the
first Indian woman to
reach the finals
In Atlanta Olympics
1996, Leander Paes
became the
first Indian tennis
player to win an
Olympic medal
In London
Olympics 2012, India
achieved the best
medal tally with
six medals
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when they don’t have a representative in
the United Nations, or when an unknown
Anthony Nesty of Surinam wins gold by
defeating the favourite Matt Biondi of the
US or when an Indian hockey team wins
gold after defeating its former colonial
masters in London 1948, the significance of
such acts stretches far beyond the narrow
confines of sport.

been called the British ‘Games Ethic’
among Indian elites. Colonial India’s early
Olympic encounter was born out of a
complex interplay of all three factors and
it also forms a crucial missing link in the
story of Indian nationhood. It was in Indian
hockey, and in the Olympic Games, that
the nationalist aspirations of colonial India
found full expression.

And that is why, despite not winning as
many medals at the Games as we would
have liked, the Indian Olympic story is a
key piece in the global history of Olympism.

While it took until 1920 for India to
participate in the Olympic Games, no
formal institutional mechanism for
supporting Olympic sport was established
in the subcontinent until 1926-1927. But
by the mid-1920s, driven by nationalist
enterprise and princely patronage, India’s
Olympic structure was well in place.

India, it is important to emphasise, was the
first colonised Asian nation to take part
in the Olympic Games. Its embrace of the
Olympic movement in 1920, while still a
British colony, was no mere coincidence.
It was intricately linked to the forces of
nationalism, the politics of self-respect
and indeed the inculcation of what has

The Indian Olympic Association (IOA) as
we know it today was formed in 1927 and a
strong Indian contingent participated in the
Amsterdam Games of 1928, winning India

her first gold medal in hockey in the first
year of official participation.
A precursor to the IOA had been formed in
1923 with the same name and it had served
the Olympic cause for three years until
1926 before being shut down. At a time
when nationalist sentiment in India was
gaining pace, the Olympics were the only
international arena where Indianness could
be projected on the sporting field.
In fact, India’s participation in the Olympics,
from the 1920s, was an important
watershed for the politics of colonialism.
Indians went to participate in the Olympics
on equal terms with the British, at a time
when the colony was not even invited to the
first British Empire Games (1930) (later
Commonwealth Games) in Canada.
It was Sir Dorab Tata who deserves credit
for starting systematic Olympic activity on
Indian soil in 1920. Son of the pioneering
nationalist steel baron Jamsetji Tata, Sir
Dorab was intimately involved in fulfilling
his father’s idea of creating an indigenous
and modern steel industry in India. It was
in 1920 that the Tata scion decided to send

three of the runners, largely at his own
expense, to the Antwerp Olympic Games.
This, it can be stated, was the formal birth
of India’s Olympic encounter and nationalist
sentiment was at its core.

proposed Indian Olympic Association in
1927. It was the Tata led IOA that steered
India’s preparations for the 1928 Olympiad
in Amsterdam where India had her first
taste of Olympic success.

As Dorabji Tata described his motives in a
personal letter to the IOC president, Count
Baillet Latour, in 1929: I, therefore, offered
to arrange for the sending of three of the
best runners to Antwerp to run the Olympic
Marathon at the next meeting, when I hoped
that with proper training and food under
English trainers and coaches they might
do credit to India. This proposal fired the
ambition of the nationalist element in that
city to try and send a complete Olympic team.

However, the process was by no means easy,
evident from the following letter by Sir Dorab
Tata. Writing in 1929, a year after India had
won its first hockey gold in Amsterdam,
Tata acknowledged: ...India is not yet ripe
for the International Olympic Games. The
love of such things is not ingrained here.
There are so many communities, so many
religions, so many languages and dialects,
so many different customs and ideals,
that it is almost impossible to select a
national representative that would meet all
requirements.

In return for his munificence, Dorabji Tata
was asked to become president of the

Dorabji Tata-led
IOA steered India’s
preparations for the
1928 Olympics where
India had her first taste
of Olympic success

While it is still not easy, it must be said that
the seed sown in 1920 has now become a
full scale movement with India embracing
the Olympic ideal in real earnest as will be
evident in Rio 2016.
Boria Majumdar,
a Rhodes scholar, is the author of
Olympics: The India Story
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Palette
food

soul
Food for the

South American cuisine is essentially home-style
comfort food and has quite a few similarities with
Indian delicacies

I

am sure a visit to South America
is on everyone’s itinerary. Who
wouldn’t want to trek the ruins
of Machu Picchu, soak in football
craze, pay homage to Christ the
Redeemer, appreciate the old-world
charm of Buenos Aires and of course,
get a fix of good old Southern style
comfort food?

words
Chef Sanjeev
Kapoor
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The essence of the food from Latin
America is it being essentially homestyle food and the world is only
beginning to appreciate and savour its
magic! Exotic meats like alpaca and
cuy, super-food grains like quinoa and
kiwicha, never-ending supply of tropical
fruits and more than a hundred varieties
of different coloured corns and potatoes
— which are now getting superstardom, thanks to being showcased in
high-end restaurants across the world
— are humble everyday food for the
South Americans.

Chicken
fajitas with
grilled
onions

Even though there are huge differences
in the use of ingredients and spices from
country to country, some cohesion can
be found in dishes such as guacamole,
salsa, pico de gallo, mole, chimichurri,
tamales, tortillas, sofritos and the use of
chilli peppers. This local favourite lends
its bright colour and mild spicy kick to
several recipes all across the continent.
With more than 300 varieties of spices,
colours and antioxidant contents, they
hold imperial status in South American

Quinoa Poha
Fusion food is a general
term for the combination
of various forms of
cookery and comes in
several forms.
INGREDIENTS
1 cup quinoa, 2 tsp oil,
1/2 tsp mustard seeds, 2-10
curry leaves, onions, 1/4 tsp
turmeric powder, green
chillies, boiled potatoes, 2 tsp
roasted/ crushed peanuts,
fresh coriander, 2 tsp
fresh coconut scraped
METHOD
Rinse the quinoa well.
Transfer the quinoa in a deep
nonstick pan. Add two cups
water. Allow to boil. Cover
and and cook on low heat for
18-20 minutes.
Heat oil in a nonstick pan.
Add the mustard seeds. Once
they start to splutter, add
curry leaves and sauté for a
few seconds.
Add onions and sauté till
golden brown. Add turmeric
powder, green chillies and
sauté well.
Add boiled potatoes and mix
well. Add the cooked quinoa,
salt and mix well.
Take the pan off the heat.
Transfer in a serving bowl.
Sprinkle roasted peanuts,
coriander and coconut.
Serve hot.

Like Indians,
South Americans
too believe that
having a meal is
not about filling
your stomach but it
is a celebration of
produce and people

cuisine. It is not just the spice that they
love; South Americans take their sweet
tooth seriously too. Dulche de leche
is a favourite and subjected to small
variations across the region. Don’t get
surprised if you are served a bowl of
deliciously healthy fruits topped with
a good drizzle of this sweet, decadent
syrup made of condensed milk.
Barbecue grills known as asado in the
region are a common sight. Chunks of
perfectly grilled meats that range from
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Head to Ecuador or Peru to sample the best
ceviche money can buy and wash it down
with a delicious brandy cocktail, pisco sour
bizarre to exciting, slathered in spicy
sauces cooked on an open grill are
one of the best examples of why food
is such a fun activity if you happen to
be in Latin America.
Each South American country has
its own set of unique dishes. Bandeja
paisa, the national dish of Colombia,
is a platter of steak, sausages, rice,
beans, pork rind and avocado and
is well worth a try for any diligent
meat-eater. If you relish seafood,
head to Ecuador or Peru to sample
the best ceviche money can buy and
don’t forget to wash it down with a
delicious brandy cocktail, pisco sour.

Pastel de choclo, a corn crust pie
filled with a mix of meat, onions,
olives and more corn is the numero
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uno dish when it comes to Chilean
comfort food. European influence is
evident in the food of Venezuela and
Argentina. Delicious French style
croissants are accompanied with
cups of afternoon tea. And last but
not the least, go to the place where all
of this comes together in unmatched
glory and carnival joy — Brazil!
One of the first things I realised on
my first trip to South America was
the similarities its cuisine shared
with the food back home in India. The
benevolent use of spices, the myriad
variety of regional cuisines and the
influence of cultures in shaping the
traditional cuisine of the region and
of course, the myths that foreigners
have, are all as true to South America
as it is to India. Yet, according to

B

Grilled beef
barbeque
sirloin steak

C

Salsa Pico
de Gallo

D

Guacamole
with nachos
avocado

me, the best part about both these
cuisines is the fact that they are food
for the soul.
Another
commonality
between
both the cuisines is the myth that
visitors have — of being chilli-laden
and super-spicy! Latin American
and Indian cuisines are wellbalanced when it comes to taste and
nutrition. Like Indian delicacies,
South Americans too mix sweet
with spicy and carbohydrates with
proteins in a manner that it is both
bold and subtle. However, beyond
the ingredients and the recipes, I
have reached a conclusion that the
meal times are treated in the same
manner in both the cultures. Like
Indians, South Americans too believe
that having a meal is not about filling
the stomach but a celebration of
produce and people. So, it would not
be wrong to end by saying that the
best part about Indian and South
American cuisines is the fact that
they are foods for soul.

Palette
Wellness

A

Survival of the

fittest

Former hockey player, coach and Olympian Joaquim Carvalho
throws light on the rigorous wellness regime sportspersons
follow and the sacrifices they make in the run up to the biggest
sporting extravaganza in the world

words
Joaquim
Carvalho
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B

eing a sportsperson and
qualifying for the Olympics
is not an easy path and only
a few achieve this dream.
While the glamour and glitz of
sportspersons is what is visible to most
of us, the hard work and sacrifices they
make to stay fit are often invisible. It is
the dream of every athlete to take part
in the Olympics — the ultimate sporting

event. One may play and represent one’s
country in several other international
tournaments but when you get the added
name of being an Olympian, your dream
has been fulfilled. It is a feeling which is
hard to describe.
Hard work and focus are the cornerstones
of fitness and training. For a first time
participant in the Olympics, the most

Palette
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Athletes need protein in greater amounts and
at regular intervals throughout the day for
muscle growth and repair
important thing is to focus on his/ her
training. But along with exercise, training
and discipline, food and dietary habits
are key components to achieving the
level of fitness, sportspersons, especially,
Olympic participants need to adhere to.
Food
As far as food is concerned, a proper
diet is a must and one must be able to
adjust to the climactic conditions in new
cities as quickly as possible. In hockey
for instance, due to the long drawn
schedule, it is extremely difficult to have
any spare time at disposal, but one needs
to remain focussed.
A nutritional chart needs to be made by
the player as per the dietary restrictions
prescribed by the team dietician or
fitness trainer. High carb-low protein
breakfast is a must before a morning
workout. A balanced diet is necessary for
sportspersons. To increase one’s energy
intake and fuel one’s training sessions,
a player eats more carbohydrate-rich
foods such as bread, cereals, rice, pasta
and potatoes. Wholegrain varieties are
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preferred too. Sources of essential fats
from foods such as oily fish, nuts and
seeds form an important component of a
sportsman’s dietary needs.
Protein-rich foods are required to help
repair and build muscles. Athletes need
protein in greater amounts and at regular
intervals throughout the day for muscle
growth and repair. The proportions of
carbohydrate and protein required vary
depending on the sport. Drinking a lot of
fluids is important. Dehydration can have
a major effect on exercise performance
and outcome. It is important to start
any exercise session well-hydrated.
Olympians or sportsmen in general do
this by drinking water regularly during
the course of the day. The amount of
liquids a sportsperson needs during
exercise depends upon the amount he/
she sweats. This varies from person to
person and also depends on the intensity
and duration of exercising as well as
environmental factors.
Workouts
The primary fitness characteristics of

what usain
bolt eats
The fastest man on
the Earth, Jamaican
Olympian Usain Bolt,
begins his day with
an egg sandwich.
Lunch is pasta and
cornered beef. In case
he needs to digest
quickly in light of his
training needs, beef
is replaced by fish.
Fruits and vegetables
form an irreplaceable
component of the
super-sprinter’s
diet. Bolt consumes
mango, pineapple,
apples through the
day. He prefers a
relatively heavy
dinner with Jamaican
dumplings and
roasted chicken.

Palette
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How Saina
trains
The ace Indian shuttler
trains six days a week for
almost six hours a day.
Besides game-training that
she undergoes, Saina also
follows a rigorous workout
sessions
Dumbbell pullovers to
strengthen back muscles
A lightening leg movement
is crucial to her sport so she
does calf raises which relax
the calf muscles and reduce
the chances of an injury
Shoulder muscles are
strengthened by military
presses
Rowing helps build stamina
and helps practice a better
coordination between body
and mind
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B

A

Athletes dine at
Olympic village

B

Wrestler Sushil
Kumar prefers a
high protein diet

C

Boxer Mary Kom
ensures cardio
exercises are a
part of her fitness
regimen

aerobic endurance, flexibility and body
composition form the general fitness
base, from which all athletes build their
sports conditioning. While Olympic
participants are meant to be at the zenith
of athletic perfection, there are several
aspects of Olympic training that can
boost any fitness regimen.

you. Discipline is, therefore, a must.
Athletes aiming for the Olympics need to
sleep anywhere from eight to 10 hours
a night, often followed by a quick by a
quick siesta later during the day. Rest
is important because it gives the body
a chance to rebuild tissues and muscles
that have been damaged during training.

Fitness regime varies from individual
to individual and the sport and is
planned by the fitness trainer as per
the requirements of the team and
individual player.

And last but not the least, each sport
requires a different combination of
physical characteristics for success. But
more important is mental preparation.
Olympic athletes spend a great deal of
time psychologically preparing for the
big day. They need to have a plan that
contributes to their success. No matter
what the fitness goal, mental strength is
invaluable.

Discipline
Olympic athletes are known to train
together for years before they turn to
competing against each other on the
big day. It is a continuous grind for
there are others waiting to dethrone

As told to Mini Ribeiro
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Celebrating

Brazil

The South American country is a renowned party
destination with its religious festivals and the world
famous Rio Carnival. Visit Brazil and experience
the magic of celebratory events that will make your
stay a memorable vacation
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the cowboy culture
A still from Festa do Peão or the
Cowboy’s Peasant Party of Barretos
in Sao Paulo. The annual event is
held in mid-August and is called the
biggest party of rodeos. Thousands
of people dressed as cowboys
and cowgirls attend the fest that
features bulls and horses and has
become world famous for its scale.
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celebrating
brazilian harvest
A performance at Festa
Junina or June Festivals
in Sao Paulo. The month
commemorates some
famous saints for Catholics
and also observes the
end of summer and the
beginning of the harvest
season. Delicious food,
traditional dances and
people dressed as farmers
are the main attractions.
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honouring the sea
Candomble followers carry religious figurines and flowers during
a procession in honour of Yemanjá, the goddess of the sea, in
Amoreiras, Bahia, Brazil. Celebrated every year on February 2,
the devotees dressed in traditional white gather on the beach
and offer gifts like flowers, perfumes or jewellery to the goddess.
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a spectacular extravaganza
A colourful parade at the Sambodrome, Rio de Janeiro during the
world famous Rio Carnival. A five-day celebration, held 40 days
before Easter, witnesses processions with millions of people on
the streets. Samba dancers, jolly music, opulent decorations and
spectators in coloured costumes mark the festivities.
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the festival of the ox
A performer during the
music celebration of festival
Bumba Meu Boi, held every
solstice of June, in the
historic city of São Luís do
Maranhão. A comic-dramatic
dance at the folkloric festival
tells the story of death and
resurrection of an ox.
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Monthly Forecast
aries

leo

sagittarius

Mar 21 - Apr 19

July 23 - Aug 22

Nov 22 - Dec 21

You will do well to keep your cash in the bank. Request
your friends and family to lend a hand at work in and
around your home to avoid stressing yourself out. It
may not be the best time to make commitments. You are
likely to take some time out for yourself this month.
Lucky Colour: Shades of pink and fuchsia

You have a tendency to overcommit and then work
twice as hard at meeting your own expectations. Love
may be in the air. You may want to cherish this time
of the year but tend to overspend on cosmetic aspects.
Be cool and keep your mind at ease.
Lucky Colour: Brown and golden yellow

You may feel like overspending but ideally, this is a
good month to start investing for a sound financial
future. Romance is on cards either in an existing
relationship or a new one. Your hard work may not
get recognition during the early half of the month.
Lucky Colour: Shades of purple

taurus

virgo

capricorn

Apr 20 - May 20

Aug 23 - Sep 22

Dec 22 - Jan 19

Be careful of whom you share new ideas with.
There is a strong possibility of plans going off
track if not well executed. Competition, rivalry and
litigation may not be favourable and are best avoided
or solved amicably.
Lucky Colour: Shades of coral and orange

It is time to make the most of your positive thoughts
and choose an exotic destination for your vacation.
Your advice may be sought by colleagues at a time
when things are not going smooth for them. Be good
to all and you may find good friends in some of them.
Lucky Colour: Dark green and turquoise

Relationships that may have been bitter in the past
may show signs of reconciliation. You may want to
hold on to your ideas and ideals at workplace. It will
be the right time to spend peaceful moments with
yourself and your family.
Lucky Colour: Coral pink and orange

gemini

libra

aquarius

May 21 - June 20

Sep 23 - Oct 22

Jan 20 - Feb 18

It is time to stand up and make sure things go your
way on the personal front. Avoid arguments. If you are
single, you may find soulmates. Your way may not be
the highway always so try working around problems at
work rather than remaining stubborn.
Lucky Colour: Shades of yellow and orange

Success may be in the air but do not rush and take
risks. Remember there is no substitute to effort and
hard work. You may face some confrontations to get
where you want to but if you stay determined, nothing
can stand in your way.
Lucky Colour: Shades of blue and black

cancer

scorpio

June 21 - July 22
You may be tempted to splash out on a few luxuries
this month but you must pick and choose your
outgoings carefully. You may discuss a new project
or suggestions at workplace and involve your
colleagues in the same.
Lucky Colour: Off-white and silver

Oct 23 - Nov 21
You may feel a little low at the beginning of the month
but this temporary phase will pass off quickly. There
will be more opportunity to speak to colleagues and
make new connections at workplace this month. Read
documents carefully before signing them this month.
Lucky Colour: Black and shades of blue

You may reach an understanding or solve issues
regarding inheritance, donation, sponsorship or
recuperation. Avoid a journey towards month-end.
Continue to put in your best foot forward at workplace
even if it means no recognition to begin with.
Lucky Colour: Aquamarine and shades of green

pisces

Feb 19 - Mar 20
If you have ever had one of those times when nothing
went right for you at workplace then you have the
ability to cope with what is coming. Time to make
positive moves in your own finances towards the end
of the month. As far as possible, avoid overspending.
Lucky Colour: Sea green, indigo and violet

Jai Madaan tarot card reader
The specific arrangement of planets and stars at the time of your birth makes you unique. Uncover the real you and find out your destiny, through the predictions by tarot
card reader Jai Madaan. “Astrology can help guide you through your troubled emotions and clouded thoughts, by offering a reflection of your past, present and possible
future and showing you a fresh perspective on your life”, she says. See what she has to share about your sign and your cosmic map, as the Almighty has constructed.
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A different game
With an increasing convergence between sports and entertainment,
allied fields such as sports management, production and coaching
are gaining significance
Words : Shilpi Chaaya Jaiswal

W

hether convergence of
sports and entertainment
is a bane or boon is a
larger debate. But none
can ignore the fact that it
is happening as is visible from numerous
leagues involving cricket, kabaddi,
wrestling, football and others that have
swept the country with their popularity,
glamour and entertainment quotient. While
opinion-makers continue to argue over the
value addition of such extravaganzas to
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core sports, an ecosystem that revolves
around the game, sportsmen, their
commercial values and the monetisation
of their popularity in terms of brand
endorsements has come to flourish over
the past few years imparting immense
importance to allied fields such as sports
management, sports production and
coaching to name a few.
According to a reliable estimate, the
global sports sponsorship market is

poised to touch US$ 4 billion (about `240
billion) by 2019. While the revenues of
recreational and sports goods have shot
up to US$ 143 million this year, the sector
is recording an annual growth of six per
cent year-on-year. Citing a convergence
between sports and entertainment, a
PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC) report
recently stated, “Across the world, we
are seeing ever closer convergence
between the sport and entertainment
industries as both continue to rise to the

business
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challenges of new digital technologies which
shape the way we spend our leisure time.”
According to the report, India is amongst
the leaders in the domain. “Growth in the
sports market in the BRIC countries —
Brazil, Russia, India and China — strongly
outpaced the overall global market between
2006 and 2010, growing at a Compounded
Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) of 7.7 per cent
compared with that of only 3.4 per cent for
the global market during that period. But
during the next five years, this gap will
narrow sharply, with sports revenue growth
in the BRIC countries averaging 4.5 per
cent compounded annually compared with
3.7 per cent for the global market” — the
report cites.
With the changing business landscape,
according to sports manager Karan
Bhardwaj, “Work is getting more exciting
and the business is becoming sustainable.”
Seconding his opinion, Chinmay Brahme,
media manager, JSW Sports, says, “With the
revolution of IPL and the accomplishments
of the country across the world, more people
are getting attracted to the sports world.
Be it the Pro Kabaddi League or Indian
Super League or for that matter the English
Premiere League, the scope of careers in
sports — apart from just playing — has
increased tremendously.”
Broadcast sports producer Shilpa Rajdhan
has worked extensively on a series of
seasons of badminton, football and cricket
leagues and according to her, “This is the
best time to be in the sports industry as a
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CAREER
OPPORTUNITIES
That many are exploring
careers in sports
management is a point
not missed by business
schools. There has been
a notable rise in sports
management MBA
and master’s courses
particularly in the US
and Europe — where
competition can be rife
at executive level. The
revenue of sports and
recreation education has
increased to a whopping
US$ 324 million from
US$ 108 million in eight
years and is now expected
to increase at a faster
pace. There is also a
growing demand for
senior managers who can
combine their knowledge
and passion for a
particular sport with the
necessary toolkit to drive
a club or organisation
towards enduring
success, both on the field
and in the boardroom.
Sports production: Some
of the leading institutions
in India offering courses
in sports journalism
include Asian College
of Journalism, Chennai;
Pune University,
Xavier Institute of
Communication,
Mumbai, Times School of
Journalism, New Delhi
among others

The glam quotient of
IPL has resulted in
335 million viewers

B

Pro Kabaddi League
has gained popularity
in a short span

producer. Over the past about four years, I
have travelled extensively across the country
as well as to places like Afghanistan, Sri
Lanka and Bangladesh — that you would not
spontaneously associate sports with — to
cover such events. There is growing demand
for production experts who understand the
sport as well as the medium.”
In 2016, the viewership of IPL touched
335 million. According to reports, IPL
broadcaster bagged `1,200 crore in
advertising revenue from IPL’s ninth season,
20 per cent higher than last year. In just the
second year after it started, Pro Kabaddi
League had a long list of sponsors — a
response which promises a profitable future
for the tournament by 2018. And as if the
media and viewership aspect is not enough,
there are other commercial elements
associated with a sporting event that add
up to the revenue of the tournament. Many
sporting outfits and franchises are today an
irreplaceable part of the global businesses
as well as cultural landscapes. Today,
numerous clubs, hotels and resorts boast
of sports facilities and leisure centres.
Merchandise, outfits, viewership rights,
brand placements and integration — the list
is unending.
There comes a time when the game plays
the player, they say. Interestingly, times
are here when a bigger game involving
the sport as well as the player is being
unveiled. For those wanting to be involved
in the game, sports industry seems to be
yet another avenue.

